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U niversity o f M ontana secretary,
Penny Majeske, was being escorted from
Main Hall by a local ambulance crew yes
terday afternoon.
Majeske, 33, was taken to Missoula
Community Hospital after she slipped on
the steps leading to Main Hall's bell tower.
She was treated and released after
complaining of lower chest pains.
Majeske, who works In the Internal
Audit office, was in the tower to record the
the noon carillon m usk.
Arrow Ambulance, Missoula Fire De
partment and campus security responded
to the accident. (Staff Photo by Marting
Horejsi)
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Missoula, Montana

In spite of error in constitution,
ASIIM says it was a good quarter
By Pam Newborn
KaiminReporter

Problems with the proposed ASUM Con
stitution cast a shadow over what ASUM offi
cials say was otherwise a good quarter.
In an interview just prior to Wednesday's
discovery that one part of the proposed con
stitution violated state law. Paula Jellisoh,
ASUM vice president, and Greg Gullickson,
ASUM business manager, were hard put to
think of any major problems ASUM had en
countered during the term.
“We've made a lot of little mistakes, and
learned a lot of lessons, but it's part of grow
ing into the job," Jellison said. "Fortunately,
we haven't made any mistakes that have
caused drastk problems."
Unfortunately, Jellison found she had
spoken too soon. On Wednesday afternoon,
ASUM President David Bolinger met with Mi
chael Easton, University of Montana Student
and Publk Affairs vice president.
Easton told Bolinger that Article II, Sec
tion I of the proposed constitution violated
state law. The passage says that if ASUM is
dissolved, its assets would be given to charity
or used for educational purposes.
This conflicts with a 1974 attorney gen
eral's opinion which says that student fees
are public funds, and must be spent accord
ing to the direction of the Montana Board of
Regents.
Because of the conflict, Central Board
decided Wednesday to postpone a scheduled
Jan. 4 referendum on the constiturkn until
the conflicting passage and unclear language
could be changed.
“ I'm disappointed," Jellison said in an in
terview yesterday. “ It was something we had
looked forward to being able to complete by

the end of the quarter.”
The referendum will probably be delayed
until Spring Quarter registration.
Apparently, few people were aware of the
problems in the proposal until its publication
in the Kaimin during the past week.
"It just happened, I guess," said Mark
Josephson, chairman of the Constitutional
Review Board, which revises and reviews the
constitution and the ASUM bylaws.
Josephson said that the review board
had assumed during the quarter that the pro
posed constitution did not need revision. He
said last year's CB had revised most of the
sections, and had left only the last few sec
tions for the new CB to complete, which it did
Spring Quarter.
"It was partially my fault, and partially ev
eryone else's," Josephson said. "I guess what
happened this fall, these little things just
slipped by everybody.”
"I thought that everything was pretty well
taken care of," said Bolinger, who read a
statement to CB Wednesday night in whkh
he took full blame for the delay. "If I had
planned better, perhaps this inconvenience
would not have arisen.”
Other than the "inconvenience” with the
constitution, Bolinger said he thought ASUM
had done a good job during the quarter. He
said he thought ASUM had encountered few
problems during the term, other than dis
putes earlier in the quarter among CB mem
bers over parliamentary procedures; a prob
lem Bolinger said had improved during the
term.
Jellison said ASUM had accomplished
several things during the quarter:
See 'ASUM,' page 24.

Registrar's Office
hopes to preregister
students next fall
By J ill Trudeau
Ka<rtnContributingRtporic*

Students at the University of Montana will be preregistering
for classes beginning next Fall Quarter if plans by the Registrar's
Office are set into motion.
According to Laura Hudson, assistant registrar, students will
see their advisers over a two-week period during fall quarter and
then turn in registration requests in early November 1984.
By December, the Registrar's Office will have a bill for each
student. The bill, which will include tuition, room and board,
course fees, health insurance, health service and MontPIRG fees,
will be paid by students in person or by mail by Jan. 3.1985.
Hudson said the advantages to preregistration are:
• More advising time.
• Less time spent waiting in lines.
• Earlier payment for Food Service and other student
groups that receive money from registration.
• Departments will know which courses will be popular.
Hudson said that if professors know what courses are in
highest demand early they may be able to add sections or drop
the less popular ones.
Registrar Phil Bain proposed preregistration about two years
ago. Hudson said. Planning meetings have been held since last
spring.
Hudson said the next major activity in planning preregistra
tion is for the computer center to write programs for the new pro
cess.
The Registrar's Office does not expect costs to increase with
the change, Hudson said. She said fewer people will be hired
next January for registration, and that should offset any addi
tional cost in distributing preregistration materials.
“ I've been to colleges where they’ve had preregistration,"
said Sarah Greene, sophomore in computer science. “ It's easier
if you register ahead of time; you don't have to guess what you’ll
be taking."
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Opinions’
Lethargy on campus
It's been a long, typically rotten quarter. As usual, when It
started, I had grand plans. I was going to keep up with my stud
ies, (I didn't); I was going to do a lot of writing, (I didn't); I was
going to do my best job on the Kaimln, (I didn't); I wasn't going to
drink or abuse my body as much (I did).
And, as usual, I have the same goals for next quarter. Of
course I have no doubt I w ill achieve them. But you know how
that goes.
My problem is that I'm lethargic. I spend more tim e dream
ing of what I should do than I spend doing it. The lethargy
problem has helped make this quarter rotten. But it's not just my
personal lethargy, it's the cam pus'.
This quarter has been rotten for more than personal rea
sons. A lot of bad shit has gone down and students either don't
care or have only thought about the problems. They haven’t
acted.

Kaimin Editorial
For example, last October University of Montana students
were given less control of their university. On Oct. 28 university
professors signed a new contract which diminished student rep
resentation on UM committees. The same day Gov. Ted Schwinden rejected a proposal that would give better student represen
tation on the Board of Regents. (On Nov. 3 The Kaimin printed an
editorial on these issues). But few students seemed to care
enough to protest.
The same thing seemed true when Central Board proposed
to spend $200 of our money on a birthday cake for Missoula's
cenntenial. There's nothing wrong with birthday cakes, and it was
a nice gesture, but that $200 could have been spent better else
where. (There was a Kaimin editorial on the subject Oct. 27). But
did students object? No. Perhaps they all liked the cake idea. But
I doubt that.
This quarter the Kaimin printed a story on UM's long range
building plan. Along with the story was a map of how the univer
sity w ill look in the future. There is no math building on the map.
We've heard nothing from math students.
Our ASUM president, David Bolinger, wanted to be ap
pointed mayor, and, in doing so. abandon his commitment to
ASUM. Not a word of protest was heard in the Kaimin letters col
umn;
At the beginning of the quarter the Venture Center was
wasted. It looks as though the UM adm inistration broke the law In
their hurry to demolish the historic monument. On Sept. 29 the
Kaimin ran an editorial protesting UM's conduct on the matter.
And yet few students displayed any dismay.
It was a rotten quarter indeed. When making your new quar
ter resolutions, include getting involved with campus problems.
At least write letters to the Kaimin on things other than ignorant
letters and reviews you disagree with. We at the Kaimin have re
solved to give you better news and editorial coverage on what
happens on campus and in the community.
Let's not screw up 1984. Get involved.
Oh and by the way; the Kaimin staff wishes all UM studentsJ
instructors, administrators and staff members a joyous, safe
Christmas and a happy New Year. See you Jan. 4!

—Mark Grove
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Games
Editor: What Is M r. Reagan
up to now? Playing games in
politics seem to be his favorite
hobby. Or should I say, with
political leaders...Only a tew
days of interval separated the
visit at the White House of two
heads of state involved In the
most controversial issue of the
past 50 years. Mr. Reagan did
manage, I have to admit, to
carry out his role remarkably.
B oth M r. S ham ir and M r.
Gemayel were kept satisfied.
Both were reassured that the
United States are indeed back
ing them up in order to "insure
security and peace" in this wartorn country of Lebanon.
For Israel. Mr. Shamir’s visit
was probably the most suc

cessful any Israeli Prime Minis
ter has ever accom plished.
Never were the U.S.-lsraeli re
lations brought so closely to
gether. Under the pretext that
the Soviet Union is building a
sophisticated war machine in
Syria. U.S. aid to Israel was In
creased, old loans erased, and
mainly, given the reassurance
that the presence of the Israel
troops in southern Lebanon
would not put the president's
"cool" In jeopardy.
A few days later, In the most
iro n ic a l fa sh io n , was M r.
Gemayel welcomed in Wash
ington and reassured that the
U nited States was m aking
every effort to see the with
drawal of all foreign troops
from the Lebanese soil and In
store stability in the region.
Who are the "foreign troops"
Mr. President? How is an ag
gressor defined in the lan
guage of the Reagan admin
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istration? Or has M r. Reagan
overlooked the United Nations
Chart that states that any in
volvement, political or m ilitary,
In a foreign nation is defined as
an act of aggression?
During both meetings, with
Prim e M inister Sham ir and
President Gemayel, the pres
ence of Syrian troops In Leba
non was placed In highlights of
the Lebanese crises. But what
about the invasion of the Is
raelis of southern Lebanon
pretending to insure the secu
rity of Israel, or the Involvement
of the U.S. marines seen as
"the only way to protect U.S.
interests in the Middle East?"
What are those acts called in
the dictionaries of the Reagan
administration?
This just might be part of Mr.
Reagan's gam e...W ell, if so,
shouldn't we at least all know
the rules Mr. President?
Fady Fadel
Junior, Chemistry

Letters
Christinas cheer

rytales after all. More than just
Santa Claus, Christmas sales,
and stockings on the wall. We
can consider the man Jesus,
and for us what He’s done.
Christmas is to honor his birth,
God's only begotten Son.
Mike Gandy
Senior, Music

Editor: Ah. tis the season of
Christm as has come to us
again And another year rapidly
coming to an end. With the cel
ebration filled with nostalgia
and tradition One may be en
chanted in it's folklore, some
fact, some fiction.
The stories of Santa Claus
who pays us a visit each year,
With sleighbells and jolly and
of course all his reindeer And
for him to come to us, from
Editor:! am an American vet
such a far-away land. This eran, and I am angry. I have
Santa must surety be a kind- paid my dues.Jn my own
hearted man.
blood! I am a patriot like all
Then there are those other men and women who serve
joys of Christmas, one does their country in time of need. I
find. Which provides briefly a am not a free loader looking
way to leave life's troubles be for a handout, nor do I plan to
hind. Ah. to sit by the Christ start looking for one. I am of
mas tree with its color and de fended by the inflam m atory
sign. Is enough in itself to give anti-veteran items appearing in
us that peace of mind.
recent issues of the Kaimin.
With Christmas cheer and You may not believe this, but
presents and stockings hung virtually all of us with the "Vet
on the wall. And the snowflakes erans Preference” would prefer
in the air, which have already not to be eligible for these
begun to fall. Tis the season “ privileges." I pray that my own
when children have themselves son never becomes eligible for
such a ball But not only for Veterans Benefits under our
them, for Christmas is cher present laws.
ished by all.
I believe that the present
As we sit cosily, sipping egg Montana law is a good one.
nog, by the warmth of the fire This law was written to prevent
And hear the serenades of abuses by unscrupulous indi
Christmas carols being sung viduals who would use unfair
by a choir. Yes, Christmas is a advantage to grab an all too
tim e I'm sure most would scarce job from the citizens of
agree, When life seems so this beautiful state. It has its
wonderful and so carefree
flaws, but the best of our legis
But soon its all over and an lation seems to develop rough
other year has begun. Surely spots from time to time. I think
the cheer and celebration can that this law must be pretty
not yet be done With its sim good, after all it is 63 years old,
plicity and fantasy it was all so m odified to include certain
much fun But to see its conclu handicapped civilians, and
sion Is enjoyed by no one.
upheld seven times by the
Back to normal life and all its courts. It has not been en
routine There must be some forced until this year, but it has
thing more for Christmas to remained on the books. Now It
mean. For Christmas to come has become “inconvenient” for
sooth us, only to quickly pass certain state officials to comply
us by. Is this all there is to with the letter of the law. They
Christmas, just a simple good- have either demanded an ill
by?
conceived special session to
But ah, there’s a deeper solve the problem , as the
meaning which most of the Governor has demanded of the
world has ignored It was a Legislature; or much worse yet,
baby named Jesus whom all placed both themselves and
the angels adored. Of course, th e ir honored in s titu tio n s
this is what Christmas was sup above the law, as the leader
posed to mean! And Christ’s ship of the educational systems
birth did happen, it wasn't have done. (Am I to believe, as
merely a dream.
it presently seems to me, that
It is the birthday of a man, our schools are setting an ex
who has so much love. His ample of respect for the law by
heart is so infinite, he has the deliberately "disregarding" the
spirit of a dove. Jesus was law?)
never emporer, nor a rich ruler
For too many years now,
either. But He’s done more for have felt the stings of a war
us a il, than Napolean or that somehow refuses to get
Ceaser.
out of my life. I will no longer
To believe that on the cross. endure abuse from others for
His life did He give. So no long my years of service to my
er w ould we be lo st, but country. I would just as soon
through Him may we live. To not have all of these wonderful
trust that by this deed might we "benefits," thank you. But I can
not perish. But through faith in no longer sit silently by and
Him, a new life could we cher only watch as veterans who
ish.
have yet to put on the uniform
So Christmas does mean are stripped of the right to be
something more than mere fai* guaranteed a place in the com

Veterans

munity they leave to protect. statem ent of protest which rest if I moved.
The men and women that wear proved to be regrettably child It is re g re tta b le when a
our country's uniform need ish. It was in no way hostile or peace officer so readily resorts
your support today, and in the aggressive. I simply unbuckled to force. If the deputy laughed
years ahead as well. This is but my belt and popped my fly and at, ignored my gesture, or
a minor concession from their asked the deputy if he wanted calmly explained his position,
no shocking scene would have
fellow citizens.
to “check my pants” also.
If the greatest price you as a I was immediately called a occurred. Ruth would not have
citizen of this community have “ son of a b— h," grabbed, been bruised or assaulted, and
to pay for your freedom and slammed against a table, and public respect for law officers
liberty is to have every last job threatened with arrest and jail. would not have dim inished.
in every level of government (Good Public Relations, this The deputy in question should
filled by a qualified Individual w asn't, as the surrounding not patrol functions that re
who coincidentty happens to patrons were shocked.) My quire a calm non-volatile re
be a veteran or handicap-then wife (5 feet, 100 lbs.) turned sponse. He is better suited for
YOU have been given the FREE and saw me in the grip of the looting prevention, riot control,
RIDE! We the veteran only want deputy. Thinking I was being or attacking small Caribbean
the opportunity to earn a living hurt, she reacted physically Islands. He was the problem
working at a job for which we and attempted to have the dep not part of the solution. With all
are qualified. If you really want uty release me. Now the situa the unnecessary guns present,
to eliminate the "Veterans Pre tion really went out of control. his over-reaction could have
fe re n ce '...d o it the honest She was shoved, bruised, man escalated a harmless gesture
way...$TOP WAR!! NOT THE handled by the (250 lbs or bet into a tragic ending. The peace
VETERAN!!!
ter) deputy, thrown against a officers present should ques
Stephe Kershaw
table both her arm s were tio n th e ir p u rp o s e and
Senior, Botany
pinned forcibly and then the methods. They certainly didn't
burty “weekend warrior" mana leave anyone with a good im
cled her with handcuffs tight pression or a good time.
Change is essential to avoid
enough to break the skin.
I asked him to ease up and further incidents of this nature
release her but he ignored me. before someone is seriously
The
other deputies would not hurt. Hopefully yours,
Editor: This letter is to bring
let
me
approach or talk with Chris Roberts
to the public's attention the in
appropriate reaction of a Re her and threatened me with ar P.O. Box 7218
serve Deputy Sheriff while con
ducting the alcohol search at
Sunday night's Tubes concert.
As I entered the field house a
quantiet of armed deputies bel
ligerently demanded that jack
ets be held high, I wondered if!
my $12.50 was worth their surly
manner. I felt like I was being
H aw aii........ $449
frisked for weapons before en
from Seattle
tering a penitentiary instead of
8day8
being checked for alcohol be-1
air and hotel
fore a concert. (Does this hap
pen at sports events too?)
Mexico ....$ 2 6 9
Being a non-drinker and a pro
round trip air fare
fessional in the music busi
Fort
Lauderdale or
ness. I mentioned that I found
wide
Miami
........$491
the manner of the procedure
airfare
distasteful and dem eaning.
That comment Initiated my
Call Toll Free Out of Town
arms being held w hile my
1 •80 0-34 8-70 98 e xt. 1006
117
W.
Front—721-4110
jacket was shoved to my shoul
ders. I then made a symbolic

Roberts

Plan Your Spring Break
Vacation

Now!

WARN l)P AT
THE MANSION

Dine At
Hie Overland Express

Ski Tour

Hot Drinks $1.00
At Tbe Pro Shop Bar

THE HIGHLANDS
GOLF CLUB

Skiing and instruction on the Golf Course.
No Charge! Please call for additional information
-------------or special arrangements__________
PUBLIC WELCOME
Rentals AvaiVjbte Upon Request

7285132

102 Ben Hogan Drive

728-7360
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UTU has until Thursday to answer labor practice charges
By Brian L. Rygg
K am n C ontributing EM or

The U niversity Teachers'
Union has until Thursday to re*
spond to the unfair labor
practice charge filed against it
last month by Walter Briggs,
assistant professor of com*
puter science.
The Montana Department of
Labor and Industry Board of
Personnel Appeals had re
quired Briggs to revise his
original charge slightly, adding
citations of the specific Mon
tana laws and rules allegedly
viola ted, before the board
would act upon it.
The UTU has 10 days from
the day it received the charge

represent all the em ployees’
covered by the collective bar
gaining agreement, discrim i
nated against employees who
do not belong to the union, and
"restrained and coerced" fac
ulty members.
The union security section of
th e c o lle c tiv e b a rg a in in g
agreement, negotiated by the
UTU. raised controversy
among faculty members and
led to Briggs filing the formal
charge, although the charge
deals with more than that sec
tion.

from the board — Monday —
to file its response.
Joan Jonkel. UTU attorney,
said she did not want to com
ment on the charge because of
the possibility of pending litiga
tion.
Robert Jensen, adm inistrator
of the Board of Public Appeals,
said that the board w ill begin
its investigation of the charges
after it receives the UTU's re
sponse. If the investigation
shows prim a facie evidence
that the charge could be true.
Jensen said, a hearing w ill be
held. If not. the charge w ill be
dismissed.
Briggs charges that the UTU
"has breached its duty to fairly

JUNEAU. Alaska (AP) - The
remains of 14 American ser
vicemen whose plane has been
missing for 16 years were re
covered in August, the Navy
confirm ed Wednesday.
Among the members of the
lost was Aviation Electronics
Technician Teddy D. Wood,
whose home of record at the
time of the crash was Missoula.
The date was Dec. 14.1967,
and the 14 men aboard the
twin-engine Navy plane were
right on course for their home
base: Whidbey Island Naval Air
Station in Washington state.
But the men never made it
home for Christmas from that
flight.

Inside This House of Sky
In Search of our Mothers’ Gardens
Tale

• Axe Handles
M eet K im W illiam s
S a l. N ov. 17
4:00 P.M .

C alendars
C hristm as C ards
G ood C heer

F R E D D Y ’S

549-2127

H E P AND BEAD

W alter H ill, professor of
chem istry, is chairman of the
Faculty for Responsible Action,
a group organized to oppose
the UTU and the union security
section. He said that "a great
pall" has settled over the fac
ulty members who were forced
to pay, and that they are now
looking into other ways to fight
the union.

a fte r p a tro l plane crashes on Alaskan glacier

Kim Williams Cookbook & Commentary

• IVinfer’s

Nov. 29, when faculty mem
bers had to pick their options.
127 opted for charity. 48 to join
the union, and 22 to pay the
fees to the UTU without be
coming members. About 200
already belonged to the UTU.
Some faculty members, like

Briggs, refused to pay any of
th e ch o ice s. The c o n tra c t
states that the union may sue
non-payers in civil court.

Remains o f Missoula serviceman found 16 years

BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS GIVING

Blue Highways

The section requires that all
University of Montana faculty
members covered by the con
tract must join the UTU and
pay its dues or pay an equiva
lent amount either to the union
or to a UTU-approved charity.

1221 H elen

T heir Lockheed N eptune
patrol bomber flew into the
sheer face of a glacier en route
from Kodiak, Alaska.
Now, at last, the men have
left the icy glacier grave.
Navy officials here confirm ed
Wednesday they have recov
ered the remains of the 14
from the desolate top of Sea
Otter Glacier near Mount Fairweather.
The aircraft had left Kodiak
Naval A ir Station on a routine
1,200-mile trip home to Wash
ington.
The w reckage firs t was
spotted by a bush pilot in the
fa ll o f 1982. Navy spokes
woman Tina C rellin said in a
telephone interview from San
Diego. Navy and Coast Guard
teams finally reached the site,
about 125 miles northwest of
Juneau, the following summer.
“ It's In a really bad area,” she

said. "Adverse weather condi
tions did not allow immediate
access."
She said a il recoverable
human remains and personal
effects were brought out and
sent to a m ilitary forensic lab in
Hawaii in August. On Nov. 10,
three dental chart identifica
tions were made but it was not
possible to positively identify
the oth e r victim s from the
available remains, she said.
The delay in announcing the
discovery resulted from prob
lems In finding relatives, Ms.
C rellin said.
"Casualty assistance officers
m ade personal ca lls in a ll
cases," she said. “ They had to
chase fam ilies down and it’s
nearly 16 years after the fact.
A ll b u t tw o fa m ilie s were
found."

W o i/ f K Y B A S IN
OPEN

7

DAYS WEEK -

9 :30 - 4:00

PM.

Adult All-D ay....................... $11.00
Adult Vi-Day......................... $ 7.50
Students All-Day...................$ 9.00
Kids 14-Under....................... $ 5.00
SEASON PASSES
Adult......... $200 Senior C itizen...$150
Student...... $150 Kids 14-Under ...$100

CURRENT CO NDITIONS
—excellent skiing
- t o p : 39" base
“
— bottom: 24 base

NOW FEATURING
1 Certified Ski School: 4 Class Lessons O n ly.................... $19.95
(Pony L ift FREE W ith Class Lessons)

1 RUMSEY MOUNTAIN SPORTS complete rental shop
—Boots, Poles, and Skis O nly...................................... $10.00
—Junior Downhill Package.......................................... $ 7.00
1 FULL TIME BABY SITTER ONLY.......................... $5.00/Day
I Steak Sandwiches served at STAKE-OUT LOUNGE
till 9:00 P.M. Friday and Saturday
1 More News To Come On Round Trip Missoula Bus Only $ 5.00
$4 OFF STUDENT RATE WITH COUPON
(O fftr Expirn Dre. 25) — bxalrd in D ttr bdgt National Fornt
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World News
Soviet report confirms 'nuclear winter' following war
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
com puted-assisted Soviet
study, virtually matching as*
sessments by U.S. scientists,
shows that any survivors ol a
nuclear war would face a "long
nuclear w inter" threatening
their extinction, a Soviet scien
tist said Thursday.
"A nuclear war of any scope
would mean either the disap
pearance of mankind or its
degradation to a level below
the prehistoric one." said Vla
dim ir V. Alexandrov, head of a
climate-modeling laboratory at
the Soviet Academy of Sci
ences Computing Center.
The research findings pre
sented by Alexandrov at a
Capitol Hill symposium paral
leled recent forecasts by U.S.
scientists about worldwide cat

astrophic weather changes
likely to result from a largescale nuclear exchange.
In opening the session, Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
contended that "the evidence
now points overwhelmingly to
this stark truth: a third world
war would be the last world war
— for it would be a war against
the world itself.
"The inescapable truth is that
the firing of even a fraction of
the Soviet and American arse
nals would turn the northern
hemisphere into a cold desert
and the whole earth into a
dying planet," he said.
Kennedy and Sen. Mark 0 .
Hatfield. R-Ore., leading con
gressional advocates of a U.S.Soviet nuclear weapons freeze,
co-sponsored Thursday's ses

sion in conjunction with the Nu
clear Freeze Foundation, a
Washington-based group.
Kennedy assailed a recent
study by the Federal Emer
gency Management Admin
istration suggesting that U.S.
a g ric u ltu ra l output w ould
largely be able to survive a nu
clear attack.
"I am disturbed ...b y con
tinuing signs that some In the
administration regard nuclear
war as winnable and survtvable," he said. "This kind of
thinking makes nuclear war
more likely because it makes
nuclear war seem more beara
b le "
Alexandrov told the sympo
sium that “ the geophysical
consequences of a nuclear war
would be much stronger than

those of the direct effects of
nuclear weapons." because of
immense am ounts of dust,
smoke and debris thrown into
the atmosphere.
He sa id d a ta fro m h is
Moscow laboratory showed
that a major nuclear conflict
would result in a temperature
drop of more than 30 degrees
Celsius (54 degrees Fahren
heit) below normal in the U.S.
Northwest and more than 40
degrees Celsius (72 degrees
Fahrenheit) in the Northeastern
United States.
Alexandrov said a rash of
tornadoes and very heavy
snowstorms were likely in
coastal regions due to the
sharp temperature contrast be
tween inland areas and the
sea, which would cool more

Reagan still hopeful about resumption o f arms talks
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi
dent Reagan said Thursday he
is "very hopeful" that the Soviet
Union w ill return early next
year to the strategic arms talks
just ended in Geneva, and
raised — if just slightly — the
prospect of his first summit
with the Kremlin.
Reagan said the Soviet re
fusal to set a date for resuming
the bargaining after Thursday’s
scheduled recess did not
am ount to a w alkout. The
Soviet negotiators, he noted,
"simply said that they were not
prepared at this time to set a
date for resumption of meet
ings."
"They're pretty careful about
their choice of words," said
Reagan, talking with reporters
before leaving the White House
on a trip to Indianapolis, Ind. "I
think this is more encouraging
that a walkout."
Reagan also said he would
like Secretary of State George
P. Shultz to meet Soviet For
eign Minister Andrei Gromyko
in Stockholm at a disarmament
conference next month, and in
dicated that such a session
could pave the way for him to
visit Soviet President Yuri An
dropov.
Shultz said Wednesday he is
"more than ready" to meet with
Gromyko, resuming the first
cabinet-level contact since
shortly after the Soviet Union
shot down a South Korean air
liner on Sept. 1.
Reagan and other admin
istration officials have said re
peatedly that the United States
would not be willing to partici
pate in summit talks, unless
there had been proper prepa
rations for such discussions
and there was a likelihood they
would have a successful out
come.
The president said Thursday:

"I think there's some prepara
tion."
That remark was somewhat
surprising in light of recent
events — the downing of the
Korean jumbo jet, heightened
tensions in the Middle East,
harsh Soviet criticism of the
U.S. seizure of Grenada, and
the soured course of the sepa
rate negotiations on mediumrange nuclear m issiles in
Europe and on strategic arse
nals. The Soviets broke off the
Intermediate Nuclear Force
talks last month, as NATO na
tions began final preparations
for the deployment of U.S.
cruise and Pershing 2 missiles
in Europe.
But Reagan noted that the
conclusion of the Strategic
Arm s R eduction Talks —
START— after a 35-minute*
session Thursday was a “regu
la r adjournm ent th a t was
scheduled to take place."
The Soviet negotiators, he
added, "simply said that they
were not prepared at this time
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to set a date for resumption of
meetings."
The United States had asked
the Soviets to pick a date in
February for a new round of
negotiations, but Soviet Am
bassador Viktor P. Karpov re
fused.
Disarmament director Ken
neth Adelman, speaking at a
news conference, said the

United States would not offer
new proposals to induce the
Soviets to return to the bar
gaining table.
As for the prospect of a sum
m it, Reagan said: "I think
there's some preparation," al
though "There's been no indi
cation from them of any desire
for such a meeting."

slowly.
Among American scientists
appearing at the session was
Dr. H. Jack Geiger of City Col
lege of New York, a spokes
man for Physicians for Social
Responsibility, a group that has
sought to detail the medical
and health results of nuclear
war.
He asserted that govern
ments of nuclear powers "have
consistently practiced denial,
manipulation of medical and
environmental effects, even
fraud and deception” in deal
ing with the public.
"Innovative C ourse"
In Psych 195

“SEXUAL
LIBERATION”
w ill be o ffe red
W inter Q uarter

1984
on Wednesdays at
11:00 a.m. in JRH202.
This is a 1-credit course
which was omitted by
mistake from the back of
the Winter Quarter
schedule.

IT’S TIME FOR A GREAT NEW TASTE

Contains the finest of
Califothia White Wines and
‘Natural Fthit Juices

A DELIGHTFUL COMBINATION
WHITE WINE AND NATURAL FRUIT JUICES
TWICE THE ALCOHOL CONTENT OF SEER
12 Oz. Bottles - Twist Off Caps
Available At All Fine Grocery Stores and Watering Holes
In the Greater Missoula Area

531S HIGGINS

Another Fine Product From

728-2579

EARL’S DISTRIBUTING, MISSOULA
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M arines wipe out S hiite bunker in fierce firefight
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) U.S. Marines wiped out a Shiite
m ilitia sniper nest and bunker
In a fierce exchange of fire
Thursday, and the Reagan ad
m inistration said it was consid
ering plans to move the Ma
rines out of Beirut airport to

Have a good one!
Today's issue of the
Montana Kaimin is the
last of Fall Quarter. Well,
sort of. Watch out for
w hat h its the K aim in
news stands M onday
morning. The real Kaimin
w ill resume publishing
Wednesday. Jan. 4,1984.
Have a great holiday sea
son!

safer positions.
The Marines retaliated when
the northeastern perimeter of
their base came under a sus
tained barrage of m ortars,
rocket-propelled grenades and
automatic rifle fire at 9:26 a.m.
(2:26 a.m. EST).
The shooting came from a
position in the Shiite Moslem
stronghold of Hay el-Sellum,
and the bunker was destroyed
with 60mm mortars, M-60 tank
guns and Dragon m issiles,
spokesm an M aj. Dennis
Brooks said.
The Marines also shglled a
building that had been used by
Shiite snipers to fire at leather
neck positions some 150 yards
away.
Brooks said the Marines suf
fered no casualties In the
battle, which ended at 10:40

HOLIDAY
BEER SPECIALS
(Check us out before you check out)

$4.85
St. Pauli Girl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aass (holiday beer). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.50
Superior. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.75
Henry Weinhard’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.30
Oktoberfest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.10
California Cooler (4 pk.)............ $3.80
Also;
M issoula
“S o rt o T
T -S h irts

549-2127

Seasons

Greetings

F R E D D Y 'S

1221 Helen Ave.

fH D AND BEAD

a.m. (3:40 a.m. EST), but the
Marines remained in foxholes
and bunkers on their highest
state of alert.
Hay el-Sellum is a stronghold
of Amal, the dominant Shiite
m ilitia. Shiite fanatics were sus
pected of masterminding the
suicide truck bom bing that
killed 240 American troops at
the Marine base Oct. 23.
The Druse control the hills
above the airport, and Druse
gunners were responsible for
an attack that killed eight Ma
rines Sunday.
Because of the attacks, the
Reagan adm inistration is con
sidering plans to move the Ma
rines away from the airport to
m ore sh e lte re d p o s itio n s ,
spokesman Larry Speakes said
In Washington Thursday.
Speakes declined to give de
tails, but said no consideration
is being given to withdrawing
the Marines from Lebanon.
The New York Times said the

plans include redeploying the
Marines to positions south of
the airport or to amphibious
ships offshore, and that they
came in response to domestic
and foreign pressure.
O bservers in B eirut said
moving the Marines south of
the airport would still put them
in range of Druse batteries, but
they would be more protected
than at the airport. They said
putting the M arines aboard
ships, while protecting them,
m ight tend to eclipse the U.S.
peacekeeping presence in
Lebanon.
In Rome. Italian newspapers
said Prim e M inister Bettino
Craxi's government wanted to
gradually reduce its 2.100-man
contingent in the multinational
peacekeeping force in Leba
non.
U .S. Involvem ent rose
sharply Sunday w ith an air
strike on S yrian-controlled
positions In the central moun

tains. The Syrians downed two
U.S. jets, killed one airman and
captured another.
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato said in
New York Thursday that the
captured airman, Navy Lt. Rob
ert O. Goodman, w ill be al
lowed to meet with representa
tives of the International Red
Cross.
Israeli Prime M inister Yitzhak
Shamir denounced the United
Nations for deciding to help the
evacuation of Yasser Arafat
from Lebanon.
S h a m ir, v is itin g Isra e lis
wounded in the bombing of a
Jerusalem bus Tuesday, said
the United Nations' agreement
to let its flags fly on the Greek
ships which are to take Arafat
and his PLO loyalists out of
Tripoli, Lebanon, “ is a subject
fo r th e m o s t e x tre m e
condemnation."

Shuttle lands safely despite computer problems
EDW ARDS AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. (AP) — Six astro
nauts overcame a failed com
puter and a broken navigation
instrument and landed Colum-

Today*
•U v w B ro th ** o f Spokono, W u h w tl M r * tw taalnou •d m M itrto o n . m o ttlin g and
monogmoni m ajoo mmm m a M • m In and
m anagim atu cai t * In lo d g t US

Erants
•T arry Asa and JaU Ooyta w tl padorm in tha
U nhariK yC antarloungaat7p.m

bia and Spacelab safely Thurs
day, bringing to Earth a cargo
of science treasures gathered
In a record 10-day shuttle
voyage.
The pinpoint landing on a dry
lakebed runway came at 3:47
p.m. Pacific tim e — nearly
eight hours later than NASA
had planned.
“Columbia, welcome home,
beautiful landing," said Mission
C ontrol as the spacecraft-

turned-airplane coasted down,
whipping up a cloud of dust
into a clear blue sky.
M ission commander John
Young, who at 53 was making
his sixth and possibly last
space flig h t, sounded tired
after a 19-hour trouble-filled
day and made only a business
lik e response as the crew
began shutting down systems.

New dess next
quarter to study
‘30s Depression

Meetyouafter9
at G odfather’s P izza
After 9 Special
• PitcheisofBeerandPop
.FREEGarlicBread
withpizzapurchaseseven
nightsperweek

$1

Godtathcrls
Pizza.
Holiday Village

Brooks & Stephens
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721-2472

N ext quarte r a new
class focusing on the The
Great Depression w ill be
offered as a three-credit
class.
The c la s s , o ffe re d
th ro u g h th e fo re ig n
languages and lite ra 
tures, humanities and art
departm ents, w ill meet
Tuesdays and Thursdays
at 11 a.m. In Botany 307.
Ten (acuity members
w ill present an overview
of the Great Depression
of the 1930s as an eco
nomic, political and so
cial experience and its
reflection In world litera
ture and the arts.
F ilm s, e x h ib its and
plays are also scheduled
in addition to the lec
tures.
The class, offered as
FLL/H U M /AR T 195 or
395, re q u ire s a term
paper from those stu
dents taking the class at
the 395 level.

Fine A rts

Old vinyl classics you may have missed
By Jerry Wright

KtMnMgNEMor

Cream, DisraeH Gears (RSO,
1967)
Psychedelics, visual and
aural, and heavy metal. Not
noisy trash like the vast major
ity of "heavy metal" today, but
heavy metal in its purest form.
Cream was one of themid-to*
late 1960$ bands that was taking a wealth of knowledge
about the blues and making it
rock. Few bands did it better.
This 1967 album is a monu
ment to the psychedelic era.

The album cover is classic add
art, with bright day-glo orange
and red cartoons spilling onto,
over and around photographs
of the band members.
And the music, with Eric
Clapton on guitar. Jack Bruce
on bass and Ginger Baker on
drums, fuses images of the era
with unduttered hard rock.
"Tales of Brave Ulysess,” the
first song on the album, com*
bines wierd, dream-like musi
cal passages and LSD-induced
lyrics; "tiny purple fishes, run
laughing through your fingers,"
with quick, very electric blues
melodies that you can't help
but tap your foot to. "Condi
tion," with its slow pulsating
beat and droning vocals conj
ures up images of a hazy*

drugged state of mind. There is should open your eyes, if not like “ Country Com fort" and
"Son of Your Father" with
also the w onderfully sexist change your mind.
Tumblweed Connection is a slower ballads like "Where to
"Outside Woman Blues," which
features lyrics like “ When collection of songs based Now St. Peter" and "My Fath
you're out with your women, loosely around the theme of er’s Gun." Elton's vocals make
your wife should be at home, the old west. Being British, he both styles shine.
Perhaps indicitive of his
cooking your food, doing your s h o u ld n 't be ju d g e d too
harshly for sticking to the west •musical talent, the most power
dirt..."
Other songs on the album, of the w esterns-gunflghters, ful song on the album is "Talk
unlike current mindless heavy codes of the west, etc.-since ing Old Soldiers," a melancholy
ballad that features just Elton
metal which so often seems the music is so damn good.
aimed at inducing brain dam
The Piano is the driving ele and his piano. The song is full
age, employ searing heavy ment in all but one of the of heavy m inor chords that
metal sound through tig h t, songs, and it is backed by wrap around the tale of a lonely
clean licks that leave you satis Caleb Quaye on guitar, Nigel old guy in a bar. The irony and
fied rather than mortified.
Olsen on drums and Dee Mur contem pt in E lton’s voice
Elton John, Tum bleweed ray on bass. The band plays builds to a climax when he al
Connectlon(MCA, 1970)
solid rock and roll. Nothing most spits "What do they know
what it's like to have a grave
For those who identify Elton sappy on this album.
John with sappy pop rock ala
Tum bleweed C onnection yard as a friend." If it doesn't
"The Bitch is Back" or "Phila mixes generous portions of tingle your spine, you don't
delphia Freedom," this album danceable rock and roll, songs have one.

Christmas Drama Roundup: So why are you doing this?
By John Kappes
K iim in Contributing Rtvfeww

"So why are you doing this?"
Steve Abel, sipping his Tab,
squinted at me strangely, as
though I might be "dangerous"
(the prevailing rum or). "Be
cause," he said carefully, "I
really like the show.”
The show in question is "The
International Stud,” the open
ing act of a (quasi-infamous)
Harvey Fierstein N.Y. extrava
ganza, which Abel and some of
his friends have put together as
—you te ll me—“ No Shame
Productions."
Abel plays Arnold, a drag
queen on the brink of middle
age, who is trying to salvage a
fading relationship with “ Ed."
Ed is "bisexual," "just experi
menting" etc. Arnold's problem
is not that he cant be serious
(those fey hom osexuals).
That's only what he'd like (you)
to believe. He's too serious; Ed
doesn't need that kind of atten
tion.
"What attracted you to the
show? What is lurking there in
this situation that drove you
guys to do the thing now, unfin
ished papers and a ll? " I
wouldn't give up.
"I saw it in New York, and
that was it I had to play Ar
nold."

directing. "The show is experi “Second Night of a One Night But at 8:00 you might prefer duction of "Scrooge: The Musimental enough to be interest Stand") begin at 7:30, same to be at the University Theater
ing and optimistic enough to place.
to see the Drama/Dance pro-. See 'R o u n d -u p / page 8.
be worth your tim e." See it at
the Masquer Theater next
Tuesday and Wednesday at
8:30 p.m.
"A fusion between Ionesco
and ‘General Hospital?'" I was
looking for a way to give the
consumer his money's worth.
"Yeah." He finally seemed
satisfied. "It's FREE, even."

As are the four student-run
productions going up this week
on the Great Western Stage (in
Main Hall). I saw two—"The
Lawn Jockey," by Leo Fitzpat
rick, and "Mirage,” by Gregory
Younger. "Jockey" is a comedy
of manners, well written and
consistently funny, played out
with very few problems. Direc
tor R. Eric Prim keeps the pace
crisp, a smart move.
"Mirage" Is more ambitious,
and the humor a tad stranger.
Greg Schneider also urges
rapid-fire delivery from his ac
tors, but the script sometimes
sabotages his (best) intentions.
The story concerns two cou
ples—polar opposites who at
tract. to no good end. Ques
tions here: W hat happens
when the mirage you see turns
real? Or when your neurotic,
hyper-organized personal life
comes to nothing but Bermuda
shorts and generic beer?

Another reason: the show
talks about intimacy and inse
curity without preaching, with
out becoming a vehicle for
ideas about these things. Abel
doesn't care for philosophy, That is to say, the show has
especially with his unfinished all the makings of high come
dy, but occasionally veers off
papers and all.
track, into ordinary silliness.
“Stud," which is still in re
hearsal (so I couldn’t see it), Both “Jockey" and "Mirage"
also features Deny Staggs (as can be sampled, at little ex
Ed), Susan W eiser (as the pense to your studying sched
torch singer) and Wendy Na- ule. this afternoon at 3:30. The
plin at the piano. Kate Egli is two others ("The Duck" and

MISUSED BUT CHEERFUL, Bob Cratchlt (Rob Buckmaster) takes Yuletlde abuse
from Scrooge (Donald Mogstad) as Tiny Tim (Laurie Ann Watson) looks on (Staff
photo by Martin Horejsl.).
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Repertory Dance Theatre: they're talking to you
By Nancy Kryder
K aM n C o ntn tu lin g R«vl«w«r

You went in to the W ilm a
Theatre Wednesday evening
perfunctorily brushing off the
white, wet, then silver, spang*
les from your coat sleeves. You
came out into the snow-muf
fle d stre e t w ith th a t slig h t
hunch and hurry that means
home is more than a block
away. Just what went on in
there?
The Repertory Dance Theatre
dancers know—I heard them

talking.
Talking with a selection of
five pieces from the RDT's ac
tive repetoire of several dozen
cla ssic and m odern dance
works. Talking with seven lithe
and accurate interpretive art
ists who seem to merely love
what they're doing.
Talking courtly and buoyant
in a metronomic modern ballet
of Jose Limon's making. Re
peating Limon’s phrasing; this
tim e with a pastoral and collo
q u ia l a c c e n t In a p ie c e

choreographed by C harles
Weidman, "Braham’s Waltzes."
Proposing clarity with Ameri
can dance pioneer Doris Hum
phrey's “ Day on Earth" where
man’s dependence on work,
love and fam ily name his
abiding capacity for life.
"By Reason of the Connec
tio n " a quirky dance for two
phosphorescent punsters, put
fun, intim acy and clowning on
the record as part of the mod
ern dance story. Bravado, c li
che and human frailty found

th e ir expression in “ Dead
Heat," an all-too-fam iliar rela
tio n sh ip between tw o men
whose friendship is based on
com petiton.
There was as fam iliar a ring
to this story of American mod
ern dance as there was candor
in its telling—I mean dancing.
By the end of the second piece
you expected principal dancer
Michele Massoney to hang up
her legs w ith her Flexi-tard
after the show. You thought
RDT dancers must regularly

glide through balletic quadril
les in a suburban living room
as they w atch the Sunday
game. Mind reading makes this
easy for them, I think.
But. I’m not saying. Let RDT
do the talking, in their home
town, Salt Lake City, or in their
nationwide tours where they
say inspired dance lives in the
West. They are talking about
us.
They were talking to you, too.
I can tell by the snow on your
boots.

representative of his socio
economic class or somethin'.
Likewise the Cratchits. Rob
Buckm aster m akes Bob C.
seem m isused but cheerful;
Mary Sue Daniels makes his
wife seem cheerful but mis
used. Both can sing. I want to
feel sorry for these people,
dammit, and that's what Dick
ens wanted me to feel. Here I
do.
M ichelle Diede's voice alone
justifies one of Leslie Bricusse's finer songs, the songs not
meant to get in the way but to
add to the affair. Steve Abel
also lends his strong baritone
in a "cam eo" (his word) as
young Ebenezer. Even the big
production numbers shimmer;
everyone in the large support
ing cast has a clue about

w hat's going on, especially
Ronnie H ill.
The set m irrors Hansen's
taste for the stylized, scene de
signer B ill Raoul creating a vi
sion of Victorian London that is
| half Chirstmas card and half
high-tech MTV video. Or, of
'course, you could sim ply see
London, an option kids w ill ap
preciate.
And the kids do. In case
there’s anyone out there who
still hasn’t caught on that I liked
this show, read this: A fouryear-old sat behind me during
the second act. When Scrooge
appeared on stage as Father
Christmas, this boy screams,
’’ M O M M Y, IT ’S SANTA
CLAUSII"
I mean, how can you resist
that? I can't.

Round-up
Continued from page 7.
cal!" From the oversize wreaths
on the doors to the overdeco
ra te d f ir in th e lo b b y ,
’‘S croo ge’’ v irtu a lly oozes
Christmas cheer. Now Dickens
can be charm ing under all
manner of provocation, so I
wasn't worried. And that confi
dence paid off.
S in ce th e re have been
doubts in certain quarters
about the "objectivity" of my
earlier reviews—as well there
m ight be—let me explain in
ponderous, academ ic detail
what the argument of this piece
w ill be. (Reviews are not meant
to be. forgive the vernacular,
mealy-mouthed and tepid.)
First, Adele Hansen, the d i
rector. might have attempted to
rid "Scrooge" of every trace of
the sentimental. So cleansed, it

would be more attractive to the
adult sensility that it is "our
m ission" to cultivate. But she
did not make "Scrooge" rele
vant, and I approve. I shall pro
ceed to explain why below.
(If th is is tedious, blam e
those graduate students who
think reviews ought to read like
term papers.)
Second, however, there Is a
m arked in co n g ru ity in the
choice of such young actors to
communicate so traditional an
understanding of "Christmas
spirit." I maintain that the in
congruity is unim portant, given
Hansen's interest in the cultural
baggage the play carries for
even the dullest American-type
person.
That’s enough hot air. Let's
talk about performances.

Donald M ogstad makes a
convincing Scrooge despite the
fact that he doesn’t look a day
over 21, makeup or no. He
knows exactly what we think of
when we imagine Scrooge, and
he plays to that, shamelessly.
Which Is just the right move,
the only way to give life to lines
that have by now become as
fam iliar as Burl Ives' mono
logue in "Rudolph the RedNosed Reindeer.”
When he cowers in front of
the Ghost of Christmas Future,
everyone with a TV thinks: A l
bert Finney in the movie. Jim
Backus in the cartoon. That
Mogstad fares w ell in such
company, and he does, is a
com pliment to his grasp of the
character. Scrooge ought to be
Scrooge, not a misunderstood

Enjoy the Holidays
with a
half-case of

U C Programming Presents

12 PACK OF 12 OZ. CANS

EARL'S.
Distributing,
Missoula

Art fair
Christm as A rt Fair
December 6-7-8-9, 9am-7pm
U niversity Center M all

W ornm.
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Curriculum•
New program at law school first of its kind in nation
"nothing but positive feed
back."

By Gary Jahrig
K tlm ln Senior Editor

The success of the University
of Montana School of Law’s In
troductory Program has drawn
nationwide attention, according
to John Mudd. dean of the UM
law school, who says that sev
eral schools have expressed an
interest in the program.
The Introductory Program
(IP), introduced into the UM
law school's curriculum two
years ago, is a one-month
course that first-year law stu
dents are required to complete
before beginning their regular
law classes. Developed by UM
law school faculty members, it
is the first program of its kind
to be used by an American law
school, Mudd said.

Mudd said the program’s
goals are to teach students the
origins and structure of the
legal system and how law is
studied.
The IP is made up of an “ in
tensive" class schedule, Mudd
said, in which students attend
lectures and discussions from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., five days a
week. Students are also given
reading and assignments that
must be completed on their
own time, Mudd said.

Mudd said that 150 students
have completed the IP over the
past two years. This year 11
faculty members and three
teaching assistants worked
with the students on various
The IP was featured in an ar
aspects of the program.
ticle in the September, 1983
issue of Syllabus, an American
Faculty members contributed
Bar Association publication, suggestions to develop a
and Mudd said at least 12 course syllabus, Mudd said,
schools have requested infor which consists of five catego
mation on the program since ries:
the article was published. "I ex
pect other schools will be in
•Legal History.
quiring in the future," he said,
•American Legal System.
adding that he has received
•Litigation Process.

•Legal Writing and Practice. istrative law and alternatives to
•Legal Reasoning.
litigation.
The article In Syllabus was “ Rather than stating our goal
written by Scott Burnham, UM as the m yste ry-sh ro u d e d
assistant professor of law, who ’thinking like a lawyer,' we set
said that the IP grew out of an out to objectify the meaning of
overall review of the law school legal analysis," Burnham said.
curriculum.
“The faculty reached a con
sensus that before starting
classes, students should have
a strong foundation in law,”
Burnham said in his article.

The most “novel and impor
tant part" of the IP, Burnham
wrote, was the development of
law firms. Entering students
were divided into groups of six
with a second-or third-year
“junior partner" to work with
them as a law firm . The law
firms met frequently for smallgroup discussions and prob
lem-solving activities.

Mudd said the faculty de
cided that the "traditional legal
curriculum", which immediately
immerses first-year law stu
dents into the study of individ
ual cases ignores students'
He said a major benefit of
misconceptions about the law the law firm process was that
and the purpose of legal edu first-year students got an op
cation.
portunity to share concerns
with upper-division students.
Entering students had “no
sense of system” before the IP “ This prevented students
began, Mudd said. “ They just from trying to go it alone."
started in and studied different Burnham said.
areas of law."
Mudd said the IP was moni
Burnham said students were tored closely throughout the
also introduced to “such non- first two years of its existence.
judicial elements of the legal Evaluations were completed by
system" as the constitutional students, faculty and outside
framework, legislation, admin parties, such as lawyers and
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educational consultants.
“All of the evaluators indi
cated the program was a sig
nificant improvement," Mudd
said.
The level of student anxiety
was reduced and the transition
to law school was eased, ac
cording to the evaluations,
Mudd said.
The law school began "a
m ajor program review’’ in
1979, Mudd said, adding that
the IP was just the beginning of
an "o n g o in g ” s e rie s o f
changes.
He said the IP was part of the
school's "implementation and
evaluation phase." The law
school is now back in its "de
sign phase" where new sug
gestions are considered for im
plementation.
The UM law school received
$240,000 from the federal De
partment of Education to help
finance its curriculum review.
The money came in the form of
a grant from the Fund for Im
provement of Post-Secondary
Education.
Mudd said he is "very happy"
with the way the IP has turned
out, adding that "there is noimpetus to turn back now."
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Congress stalls student loan consolidation program
(CPS)—The program that allowed students to consolidate
a ll th e ir school loans and
stretch out the payment times
for them “ has gone the way of
blue suede shoes" for the mo
ment, aid officials in Washing
ton report.
The S enate recessed in
November without passing a
bill that would have continued
the program through the next
three years, and political con
siderations probably w ill stop
the Senate from passing it
when it reconvenes In January,
said Dennis Martin of the Na

tional Association of Student
Financial Aid Adm inistrators.
Students who already have
lumped their school loans to
gether under the Student Loan
Marketing Association (usually
called S allie Mae) program
w o n 't be a ffe c te d by the
program 's ending.
But M artin said no more stu
dents w ill be able to consoli
date their loans with Sallie Mae
until Congress comes up with
some kind of replacement In
the future.
The bill that failed wasn't as
generous to students as previ

ou s lo a n c o n s o lid a tio n
programs had been.
Under the new bill, students
would have had to pay nine or
10 percent Interest on their
loans, compared to the seven
percent they now pay. More
over, they would have to pay
the loans back over 15 years
instead of the 20 year period
they now have.
In a d d itio n , the new b ill
would have prohibited state
loan agencies from m aking
co n so lid a tio n loans to stu 
dents.
Bill sponsor Rep. Paul Simon
(D -lll.) excluded the state agen
cies to try to increase the fed
e ra l g o v e rn m e n t’s ta x
revenues.

V I T O ’S

Santa's Missoula
workshop opens
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Share a Q uart o l C O O R S with a Friend

994;
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728-7092
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Good Friday & Saturday
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Santa’s Workshop, 211
W. Front St., w ill offer
children an opportunity
to see toys and g ifts
being made each day
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
until Dec. 24.
Free cookies and up to
one hour of free child
care for children at least
3 years old w ill be of
fered.

IIm J im

Under the old system, states
got money to lend to students
by selling tax-exem pt bonds to
their citizens. The U.S. Trea
sury consequently couldn't col
lect taxes on the money used
to buy the bonds.
But excluding state agencies
was the m ajor reason the Sallie
Mae bill staggered in the Sen
ate after being passed by the
House.
“ There are some real differ
ences of opinion (in the Sen
ate) over allowing state agen
cies to participate (in making
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In that event, "the people al
ready in the program w ill con
tinue in it, but (the program)
won't be available for any new
p e o p le " a fte r It expired In
November.
But M artin is “ hopeful the
program wilt be passed as part
of the (new) Higher Education
R eauthorization A ct,” which
may not come to a vote until
late 1984 or early 1985.

U niversity o f Massachusetts
plagued by rash o f dorm fire s
AMHERST, MA (C P S )-A
rash of arson fires this semes
ter in a women’s dorm itory at
the University of Massachu
setts at Amherst has spurred
18 residents to move out and
has left the rem ainder on edge.

rooms, and on bulletin boards,
he says.

But the frequency of the fires
has prom pted some students
to dem and refunds of their
$400 housing fees. The univer
s ity refused to refund the
"Sixteen or 17 fires” have money, says housing official
been set since September in Thea Costine.
the four-story Crampton dor
m ito ry , re p o rts G erald T.
Eight people at a tim e now
O 'N eil, the cam pus's public patrol Crampton on a 24-hour,
safety director.
seven-days-a-w eek
basis,
O'Neil says. Students and other
"The fires have been very volunteers supplem ent the
m inor in nature,” he empha
sizes. "There’s been no m ajor
damage." Most of the blazes
have been in metal trash cans,
of to ile t paper in the bath-

W r i t e r Tobias
W olf to visit UM
for workshop

B

consolidation loans),” Martin
said. "It probably won't pass
this tim e.”

Fiction w rite r Tobias
W olf w ill be at the Univer
s ity of M ontana as a
w riter-ln-resldence from
Jan. 5-9.
W hile he's on campus,
W olf w ill present a read
ing from his works as well
as deliver a lecture and
teach a fiction workshop.
W olf w ill also hold office
hours for private confer
ences with students.
W olf Is the author of
two books. One, a book
of stories titled "In the
Garden of North Am eri
can Martyrs,” won the St.
Lawrence Award for fic
tion.
W olf w ill be on sabbati
cal from his teaching
position at Syracuse Uni
v e rs ity . F u n d in g fo r
W o lf’s re sid e n cy has
been provided by a grant
from the National Endow
ment for the Arts.

cam pus p o lice force. Door
locks have been changed,
while a sign-in, sign-out proce
dure was started at a single en
trance door.
Housing and police officials
also have had several meetings
with the dorm ’s 189 residents
to discuss the arson problem.
| "M o st c e rta in ly they (the
women) are concerned be
cause it is a disruptive thing,”
says O'Neil.
Costine points out that al
though 18 women have asked
to move to other buildings dur
ing the semester, the meetings
have done much to allay fears
and keep most of the other
residents in Crampton.
"They feel more secure about
the Increased security,” she
said.
The extra security "w ill con
tin u e u n til the end o f the
semester if it has to," O'Neil
says. “ We want to make sure
we’re providing a safe environ
ment for the residents."
The state fire marshal has
three suspects, O'Neil notes,
and "we assume they're stu
dents."

SANDY TO W NSEND, freshman In Interpersonal communications, and her seeing-eye dog, Allison

Snow is one more obstacle for Sandy and her dog Allison
ByTimHuneck
K ilm ta R e po rt*

For many people snow is a
welcome sight, a sign of the
approaching winter and ski
season. At worst, it presents a
minor inconvenience for those
who commute by car or bi
cycle.
But for Sandy Townsend and
Allison, it is just another obsta
cle added to the ones she al
ready faces every day.
Sandy Townsend is blind,
and Allison is her seeing-eye
dog.
It can be difficult enough for
them to get across campus
when the walks are dry, but
when they are covered with
snow, it is an altogether new
challenge. The snow changes
the route's appearance and
can cause the dog to become
disoriented, leading Sandy to
the wrong building or into dan
gerous situations.
"A person with sight can see
the Icy places and avoid them,"
she says. Ml can't. A dog has no
idea ice is dangerous."

But Sandy says she hasn;t
fallen yet, and she is optim istic
her well-trained companion will
quickly learn how to negotiate
the snow-covered walks.
“ A fter I've slipped a few
times, Allison w ill learn to avoid
the ice."
L a te ly , S andy has had
sighted people walk her from
class to class.
But icy sidewalks are by no
means Sandy's biggest prob
lem. That comes in the form of
other dogs — strays that roam
the campus — that distract and
even attack Allison.
Allison responds to the strays
by stopping to bark at them, or
if they are close enough, lung
ing at them, and Sandy is often
seen being pulled across cam
pus by her dog in hot pursuit of
a stray.
Sandy's only recourse is to
pay close attention to her dog.
By feeling Allison’s muscles
tense, Sandy can tell when
there is a dog nearby. If she
detects the presence of the
other dog soon enough, Sandy

can restrain her dog by tight
ening her hold on the leash,
but she is not always able to
control Allison.
“When there are three or four
dogs between the Liberal Arts
building and Forestry (build
ing), it gets to be a problem.
It's hard to be guided when the
dog is lunging. I've never been
on time for my communica
tions class."
Even though Sandy says A lli
son’s bark is one of recognition
rather than aggression, she
fears that Allison will be at
tacked someday, which has
nearly happened already.
“ The second week of the
quarter a dog ran at Allison,
but a young man stepped in
front of it and stopped it. If he
hadn't of done that I don't know
what would have happened.
There's nothing I can do. I just
kind of have to wait (or it. I
can’t tell where it is."
The University of Montana
has a rule that prohibits all
dogs but seeing-eye dogs.
After Allison was almost at

tacked, Sandy com plained
about the abuse of this law to
UM Safety and Security Man
ager Ken W illett. According to
Sandy, W illett said there was
not much he could do unless
she had a recurring problem
with a certain dog.
"We have a small problem
there," Sandy says. "I don't
make a very good eyewitness.
If there's a law on the books, it
should be enforced."
W illett was not available for
comment.
Sandy, 40, is a freshman in
interpersonal communications.
She lives in Hamilton with her
husband, Gene, and their three
children. Sandy has been blind
for four years since being
stricken with retinopathy, a
hemorrhaging of the retina
brought on by her diabetes.
Sandy has had Allison for
about a year. Prior to that, she
got around with the help of a
cane. Sandy lists both advan
tages and disadvantages of
using a dog. A dog must be
groom ed, fed and trained

every day, but it's faster and
more secure being led by a
dog, she says.
“ I was forever fa llin g o ff
curbs with a cane. But a dog
stops at a curb and won't go
any farther. And. if you rety on
a dog to take you, you don't
have to pay as much attention
to what you are doing. You can
walk along and visit."
Sandy and Allison learned
the route they follow each day
on campus by going over it
four consecutive weekends be
fore school began, first with a
sighted guide and then alone.
"She had it down after five
times, but it took me 10. Allison
is very adept. She knows right
where my classes are."
Sandy tapes her lectures and
has her books put on tape, but
she also takes written notes. "I
just never use them. They help
to keep me focused on what
the professor is saying. Other
wise, I'd be off in the Mediter
ranean."
See ‘Sandy,’ page 19.
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Phone service w ill no longer be a simple matter for customers
EDITOR’S NOTE: This Is
the last of three articles
on the divesture of American Telephone and Tel
egraph Co.
By Ann Joyce
KdmnSwtorEator

It used to be easy. Pick a
phone, fill Out a form and pay
the monthly bill.
For more than 40 years.
American Telephone & Tel
egraph Co. and its 22 operat
ing companies, Western Elec
tric. Long Lines and Bell Labs
supplied all the necessary
equipment, technology and
personnel to serve the more
than 600 million American tele

phone customers.
Bell - and the 21 other Bell
Those days are nearly over ' Operating companies are lim
now. On Jan. 1,1984, the larg ited to providing customers
est monopoly in the world will with a dial tone, access to the
be broken up. The Impact has local exchange and some intra
already hit Wall Street and state long-distance. They will
soon every phone customer no longer be affiliated with
will feel It too.
AT&T, and they will no longer
Decisions—lots of them— sell, repair or lay the wire for
face the telephone customer. telephones come Jan. 1,1984.
Buy a phone or lease one? Re Setting up telephone service
pair the phone or throw it will be like setting up a house.
away? Install your own wiring First, you have to decide if you
or have someone else do it? want to rent or buy. Then, de
Subscribe to one of the new cide on the color, style and
long-distance carriers or con price. Before you can move In,
tinue to get the service from however, you have to make
AT&T?
sure the wiring is in place.
According to the AT&T dives Then you can arrange to have
titure agreement, Mountain the system hooked up. Before
you place any long-distance
calls, it might be wise to con
tact a long-distance carrier.
Mountain Bell customers can
continue leasing the phone
they have had in their offices or
homes after the divestiture

NewChili Dogs
for $1
/ A
Try our
new whipped
HOT CHOCOLATE!

Nearly
New
Store

624 E. Broadway
923 N. Orange
Hwy. 93 HamNton

OPEN 24 HOURS!

goes Into effect. The only dif
ference is that the customer
will be leasing from AT&T and
not Mountain Bell. Also, cus
tomers have the option to buy
their telephone from AT&T.
Telephones are also avail
able at nearly all department,
office equipment and electron
ic stores. The price varies with
quality and style.
Mountain Bell will no longer
do any wiring and repair. AT&T
will offer the services and so
will other local suppliers, if
there is a problem with a
phone, Mountain Bell w ill
check to see if the problem
stems from their switching of
fice, but the company can do
little else.
Mountain Bell hopes to
charge $47 for a new hook-up
and $11.53 a month for the dial
tone. Customers will have to
pay 56 cents a month for ac
cess to the worldwide tele
phone system.

AT&T will not have a central
office in Montana, said Marty
Davis, of AT&T’s media rela
tions.
Davis, stationed in New Jer
sey, said, “There will be vir
tually no change in service as
far as we’re concerned. We will
not be leaving Montana. We'll
try to gain in Montana. I don’t
know what the plans will be. I
don’t seriously think anyone
here has thought it all out"
AT&T will still provide long
distance service to Montana.
But, so will Touch America.
Customers may choose to use
either company or both for
long-distance calling.
Since Mountain Bell will not
be handling as many services,
the company says it will work
on improving the services it
does offer and expanding into
different markets.
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Campus Recreation Fall 1983
Men’s, Women’s, and Co-Rec Intramural Champions
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Intramural Program W inter 1984
Co-Rec Program
Basketball
Water Basketball
Volleyball
Indoor Soccer
Badminton Mixed Dbls.
Racquetball Mixed Dbls.
S°ftbal1

Rosters Due
Noon, Dec. 2
Jan. 11
Noon, Jan. 11
Noon, Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Noon, Feb. 15
Noon, Mar. 2

Play Begins
Jan. 5
Jan. 17
Jan. 16
Jan. 15
Jan. 22
Feb. 21
Mar. 29

Men’s/Women’s Program
Basketball
Team X-country & Snow Race
Table Tennis
Billiards (League)
Badminton
Wrestling
Han<*bal1
S°ftbal1

Rosters Due
Noon, Dec. 2
*
Jan. 11
Jan. 16
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Noon, Feb. 3
Noon, Feb. 15
Noon, Mar. 2

Play Begins
Jan. 5
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 18
Jan. 21
Feb. 4
Feb. 21
Mar. 29
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Sports

Salonen sees NFL in his future plans
By Scott Turner
K tM n Sports Editor

When the 1983 football sea
son began, Brian Salonen had
a personal goal of earning a
spot on the Big Sky All-confer
ence team and entertained
dreams of achieving All-Ameri
can status.

Brian Salonen
When the number-one career
pass receiver in the history of
the University of Montana was
named to the Kodak All-Ameri
can first team recently, it took
Mm a bit by surprise.

“ I guess it was kind of an un
realistic goal that I kind of set
at the beginning of the sea
son," Salonen said, "but as the
season went on It became
more realistic. I think that was
the high point of the season, to
be named to that Kodak AllAmerican team."
What a season it was. Salo
nen, a 6-foot-3, 232-pound
senior tight end from Great
Falls, re-wrote the Montana re
cord books for single season
receiving and in the process
did the same to the career
records. He grabbed 68 passes
In 1983 for 833 yards and nine
touchdowns, all tops in UM his
tory. He was the best receiver
in the Big Sky and number six
in the nation among l-AA
schools. In his four years as a
Grizzly he caught 151 passes
for 1,182 yards and 12 TDs.
"When I started out as a
freshman I didn't realize that
any of this would ever come
true." he said. “ It's just been
j kind of a dream come true for
me thus far. I guess now I've
got to realize that I have to
work that much harder now be
cause there are some doors
that have been opened to me
as a result of my four years
here. Now is when the real
hard work begins.”
As a result of his pass-catch

ing prowess. Salonen has at
tracted a lot of attention out
side of the Big Sky Conference.
He has been chosen to com
pete in the annual East-West
Shrine Game Jan. 7 in Palo
Alto, Calif, where a large num
ber of pro scouts w ill be in
tently observing the talent of
some of the best college sen
iors In the nation. Salonen Is
considered by many to have a
solid shot at making it in the
NFL. The exposure at the
Shrine Game, along with the
post-season recognition, has
Salonen confident about his fu
ture prospects.
*1 think these post-season
honors will help a lot," he said.
"Things look pretty good right
now. The Shrine Game w ill be
a big indicator. I think making
the team first of all helped me
a lot, because they only picked.
I think, three or four tight ends
in the nation to play In that
game. If I can have a good
week of practice and a great
game, it’s really going to Im
prove my chances.”
Salonen said that the recent
trend in the NFL to bring the
tight end more into the passing
game makes his chances all
that much better. While he may
not have the speed and height
NFL teams would like in a tight
end, he d e finitely has the

LOOK

WHAT’S NEW!
Kastinger Snow Trainers
• Velcro closure
• Fur lined
• Waffle sole
• 6 colors
• Great for
after ski.

MEN’S - WOMEN’S

$3495

'W
SHOES

Exclusively at

OPEN
SUNDAY

FINE FOOTWEAR FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
223 North Higgins Avenue
Southgate Mall
Missoula, MT 59801
Missoula, MT 59801
721-3434
721-3451

hands.
“ I've got to improve on my
blocking and my strength and
get a little bit quicker and I
think things will go well. They
say that I'm a little short to play

here and the NFL are a little bit
d iffe re n t, and I think that
through my strength and speed
I can adjust to that without too
much difficulty. A lot of where
you are going to go In the draft

or how well you're going to do
in the NFL is dictated on paper
—what your size and speed is.
My weight Is good, that’s about
average for a tight end. Like I
said, if I was two inches taller, it
wouldn't hurt me any, but since
you can't control that. I'Ve just
got do what I can with what I've
g o t"
te e "Salonen," page 17

c / f ^ M o n ta n a O n U x n atio n aL dU xC itm a 1
IVhor ro buy for your Dutch uncle? Your Norwegian grand

ma? On this new IP , these and seven other foreign groups
sing thetr traditional Christmas musk. AS from Montana!
Now ol the U.C. Bookstore and around town.

HERBAL
CONSULTANTS
Open 7 Days
9 a.m. • 10 p.m .

OVER 80 HERBS
IN STOCK
HERBAL FORMULA FOR GOLDS. WEIGHT
LOSS.
&MANY M ORE...
HYPNOSIS AVAILABLE FOR REGRESSIONS.

Don & Bev Ferguson
Herbal Consultants
Clinical Hypnosis
HERBAL CONSULTANTS
Box 187
826-3014
PARADISE, MT 59856

Strongest field ever for Holiday Classic

Champion Holiday
Classic IV
Perhaps the most talented
players and teams ever assem
bled in the Champion Holiday
Classic tournament will be on
stage during Classic IV, and
among that talent Is two play
ers who received pre-season
All-American honors from al
most every pre-season basket
ball publication.
That pair is Cal-State Fuller
ton's Leon Wood and Centena-

on the road.
Wood comes into the open
ing game with Centenary aver
aging 30.3 points and 7 assists
a game, and is shooting 66.7
percent (42 of 63) from the
floor. He played on the Pan
American team last summer.
"I think this is the best field
overall, based on pre-season
picks,” said Montana coach
Mike Montgomery. "Wood will
be a showcase-like player,
much like Kevin Magee of Ir
vine a couple of years ago. He
is a legitim ate All-American
candidate.”
“ But by no means is he all
they've got," Montgomery con
tinued. "They have several ho
nors candidates and they come
in undefeated with road wins
over very good teams.”
Coach George McQuarn's
supporting cast includes 6-11

The Gents, 16-13 overall and
8-6 in the Trans American Con
ference last season, employ
fullcourt, man-to-man pressure
and have forced 90 turnovers
in four games so far in 1983.
The first game of the tourna
ment features the Golden Ea
gles of Tennessee Tech against
the Grizzlies.
Tennessee Tech, a 16-12
team last season (their best re
cord in 12 years), features four

returning starters and a redshirt sophomore letterman.
Coach Tom Deaton's team
has very balanced scoring, led
by 6-2 guard Jimmy Elliot, a
non-starter who averages 16
ward Stephen Kite, who ranked
30th in the nation in field goal
percentage last year, is next
with 14 points a game. Jge
Jones, who redshirted last sea
son, averages a team-high 7.5

points a game. Sophomore torrebounds.
The rest of the starters in
clude guards Carlton Clarington (11.0 ppg) and Danny
Schultz (11.5 ppg) and forward
Lonnie Boone (7.0 ppg). Jones
is the shortest center in the
Ohio Valley Conference at 6foot-5.
Kite, Boone and Clarington
see "Classic," page 16

YOU’RE INVITED TO A

X-C SKI DEMO DAY
A

Sunday, December 11th — 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Lolo Pass Winter Recreation Area

x>

Come on out and bring a friend. This is your chance to ski this year’s exciting new cross
country skis—absolutely FREE! All you need to do is dress for the weather, and come on
up. W e’ll provide the skis, boots, poles, and friendly help and instruction.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' i

SKI B U S*SK I B U S*SK I BUS

If you don’t want to drive to Lolo Pass for our Demo Day, you can take the SKI
BUS for only 300, round trip! Ski bus — Leaves The Trail Head at 9 a.m.
Leaves Lolo Pass at 3:30 p.m.
Call 543-6966 for inform ation o r reservations

J

____________________________________

wmsPACKAGE SPECIALS
Guard Marc Glass is averaging 7.8 points and 4.6 assists a
game for the Grizzlies (Photo by Geoffrey Sutton).
r/s Willie Jackson. Wood is a
6-3 guard who many say might
be the best point guard in the
nation this season. Jackson
has ranked in the top 20 in the
country in scoring the past
couple of seasons.
The Classic features one
team, C al-S tate F u lle rto n ,
ranked in the top 20 by most
early season prognosticators
and three other teams— Cen
tenary, Tennessee Tech and
host Montana—which were se
lected to finish second in their
respective conferences.
Fullerton comes in with the
most impressive credentials.
The Titans are 4-0 and have
three road victories. They have
defeated Hawaii 90-60 in the
Rainbows' own tournament and
beat Arizona by one point, also

center Ozell Jones, who aver
ages eight points and eight re
bounds a game; forwards Tony
Neal (11.3 ppg, 9.3 rpg) and
Gary Oavis (12.0 ppg) and
guard Jon Samuleson (6.3
ppg). Samuleson is the only
player who did not start last
season on CSUF's 21-6 team,
which handed Nevada-Las
Vegas its first loss of the sea
son. CSUF was 12-4 In the Pa
cific Coast Athletic Association
last season.
Friday's 9 p.m. game pits
CSUF against Centenary and
Jackson, who is averaging 24.3
points a game. The Gentlemen
(Gents) have no starter over 67, but have a very balanced
scoring attack with four players
averaging In double figures.

Touring No-Wax
Rossignol Touring X L ....................... 8500
Alpine Blaze boot ............................ 49*
Poles and bindings ...........................22°°

Telemark metal edged
Swallow TR S k i...............................125°*
Norrona 813 boot ............................ 99®
Exel poles and bindings ....................41®

only $110® ® save , 42°°

o n ly $199®® save *66°°

We’re open until 8 p.m. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
and Sundays 12:00-5:30 p.m. STOP BY!

5 4 3 -6 9 6 6
C o m e r o f 3 rd and Higgins in M issoula
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Classic
continued from page 15.
were all named “ Rookie of the
Year” their freshman seasons
in the OVC. This year Kite was
an all-league first team selec
tio n in pre-season p o lls .
Schultz is the only senior in a
lineup that has two juniors and
two sophomores.
“The purpose of this tourna
ment was to bring to Missoula
the best basketball talent we
could from all parts of the
country, and that is what the
Chamnpion IV has to offer,”
Montgomery said. “ It gives
Grizzly fans a chance to see
different styles of play and
some excellent basketball play
ers."
Champion Classic fans have
had their share of great bas
ketball games. The first game
of the tournament back in 1980
featured a 53-52 last-second
win by Montana to put the Griz
zlies Into the championship
game. UM lost the title game at
the buzzer, 59-58. to Gonzaga.
The next year Cal-lrvine beat
Montana 46-44 and last year
the Grizzlies topped Portland
Forward Rob Hurloy It averaging 9.8 points a gams tor Mon*
49-46 in overtime.
tana (Photo by Qaoffrty Sutton).

UNIVERSITY

Forward Bruce Burns Is averaging 4.6 points and
3.2 rebounds a game off the bench for the Grtxzlies (Photo by John Graesser).

CENTER
Montana Trial Lawyers
Association
Handicapped Student
Union Coffeehouse
Montana Real Estate
Course
Real Estate Pre-Licensure
Course
Annual UM Pre-Schoolers
Christmas Party
UM Faculty-Staff
Christmas Reception
Rhodes Scholarship
Interviews
Business and Professional Christian
Women's Council Dinner
St. Patrick Hospital
Christmas Party
GLS UM Dance

Dec. 9

8:30 a.m. Ballroom

Dec. 9

7:00 p.m. Lounge

Dec. 10-16

9:00 a.m. M t. Rooms

Dec. 12-16

8:00 a.m. M t. Rooms

Dec. 13

10:00 a.m. Mall

Dec. 13

4:00 p.m. Gold Oak Room

Dec. 14

7:30 a.m. M t. Rooms

Dec. 1$

7:00 p.m. Ballroom

Dec. 16
Dec. 17

8:30 p.m. Ballroom
9:00 p.m. Rec Center

Ready Bank Automatic Teller

December 9-December 17

Rec. Center
Copper Commons
Sat. & Sun.
Gold Oak West
Gold Oak East Meal Plan
U.C. Gallery
Copy Center II
Rec. Annex
Men's Gym
Grizzly Pool Fitness Swims

Public Swims

Mon.-Fri.
Sat. & Sun.
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
11 a.m.-7 p.m
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Sat.« Sun.
Mon-Fri.
Mon., Wed., Fri.
Tues., Thurs.
Mon.-Fri.
Sat. & Sun.
Mon., Wed., Fri.,
Sat.
Sat. & Sun.

10 a.m.-lO p.m.
12 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 a.m.-10 p.m.
7 a.m.-7 p.m.
9 a.m .-l p.m.
11 a.m .-l p.m.
8 am .-8 p.m.
8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
7:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
7:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
12 p.m.-8 p.m.
7 a m.-6:30 p.m.
8-9 a.m., 8-10 p.m.
7:30-9 a.m.
12-1 p.m., 4:30-6 p.m.
12-2 p.m.
7-8:30 p.m.
2-4 p.m.

Please Call 243-4103 For Additional Information
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The "fee-shirt that tells
the shocking tru th
about Missoula!
Just in time fo r Christmas, the shirt the
authorities d o n ’t w ant you to wear. The shirt
that isn’t afraid o f Missoula’s dark secret. The
shirt your friends w o n ’t believe. Only $8.50
each. Available in eight startling colors at
these fine establishments:
Freddy's Feed 8 Read r 1221 Helen
The Montana Trading Company r 23$ North Higgins
The Trail Head r 501 South Higgins
Arrow Graphics r 117 West Broadway
f<y fxttmuuKonty vfrdwtttrcproNMcdbyliw.

S a lo n e n __
continued from page 14.
Salonen said that, while his
favorite NFL team is Miami, he
would like to be drafted by
someone who really needs a
tight end. He has not ruled out
the possibility of playing In the
USFL, which holds its draft
Jan. 2. He will find out who
picked him while he is practic
ing in Palo Alto. The NFL draft
Is in April.
"Right now I'm planning no
matter where I go in the USFL
draft. I'd like to play in the NFL.
But if the money is right and
the conditions are right, then
the USFL is definitely a possi
bility."
Salonen graduated from
Great Falls High and is a busi
ness management m ajor at
UM. For the third year in a row,
he was named to the Big Sky
Ad-Academic team with a 3.4
grade point average; this year
he was also a Region 7 all-aca
demic selection. He said he ex
pects to be about 10 credits
short of graduation after this
academic year, so he w ill have
to return to pick up his degree.
Coach Larry Donovan and his
staff place a heavy emphasis
on academics, which Salonen
said is an important part of
football at UM.
"The coaches here, with our
football program, emphasize
academics so much. If you
don't get the good grades,
you're in study hall four nights
a week. If you can get good
grades and participate in the
football aspect of it. it's just
that much more of a plus.
Montana schools and Nevada-Las Vegas recruited him out
of high school, but he said the

final choice came down to Mis
soula or Bozeman. The Bob
cats were the team his family
allied itself with, as did Salo
nen. But the new coaching staff
at UM impressed Salonen and
he made his decision to come
to Missoula.
"I came down here with this
new coaching staff and took
my recruiting trip, and I was
really impressed with their atti
tude. It seemed that they were
going to bring about a positive
effect and change this pro
gram. Missoula wasn't noted to
be a football town, so I kind of
wanted to be here and see if
me and a few other kids could
help to change the program
around."
Salonen said he believes that
Donovan and his staff have
made a major change in the
football program at Montana,
im proving recruitm ent and
capturing the attention of the
community. As a result of the
heightened interest Donovan
has generated, the team has
benefited greatly.
"When we first came in here
we didn’t have a weight room,"
Salonen said. "Now we have
our own weight room. He's
gone out into the community
and done so much for the
team . It's unbelievable the
donations that he's gotten. We
built that whole weight room
through his donations, through
his time and efforts and the
rest of the coaching staff.
When I was a freshman, about
2,000 people attended the foot
ball games, and this year we
had 11,000 the first five. That’s

EUROPE
PROGRAMS STARTING FROM $459.CALL FOR INFO AND FREE CATALOG NOW
TOLL FREE 1-800-638-76110

A E SU

#1 IN STUDENT TRAVEL

ft's Totally Tubular

,

c la r k
FORK

M N D IN

g

SN O W IS FALLING
Inner Tubes — Med. & Large

got to be the most positive in
dication of what he's done
here. When I was a freshman
you were kind of scared to
wear your letterman's jacket
around, where now it’s kind of
a nice thing that you can do."
Salonen described Donovan
as "very professional and busi
ness-like. It’s his job and he
conducts it in a business-like
manner. He concentrates on
perfection, I think. His motto is
kind of doing the little things
right and the big things will
take care of themselves."
Although Donovan and the
Grizzlies got away from some
of the routine that they had fol
lowed in the past, Salonen said
that the team’s late-season
slide won’t be repeated.
"I guarantee from talking to
him (Donovan) that it won't
happen again."
In his spare time, Salonen
said he enjoys water skiing,
camping and fishing. He also
snow skis, but he said he will
probably sit this winter out to
avoid the risk of injury. During
the season, he likes to listen to
music to unwind and he said
that while on the road the team
plays a lot of cards. He said
Marty Mornhinweg was the
poker champ of the squad until
his absence left the position
open this season.
“ I’m sure hell come back
next year and regain his
crown," Salonen said.
After a career In football, or if
he doesn't make it in the pros,
Salonen said he would like to
rem ain close to the game
which has given him so much

enjoyment over the years. He
said that scouting is a job he
would love.
With all the attention he has
received this year, Salonen still
keeps things in perspective,
stressing that the team must be
included In any credit he has
an individual receives.

"Between the coaching staff
and the rest of our team, you
know I've got to thank them for
all they've given me. They've
given me the opportunities to
do the things that I've done
here. I think they realize that I
couldn't have done it without
them."

SUPERSALE!
New IP or Tapes by:
Rolling Slones •The Police •
Duran, Duran • Bob Dylan • Paul
Simon • Michael Jackson •
Euerythmics • Del Leppard

3 for <20
2 for *141 for *7“

101 South 3rd • 543-5921
MUSK MAGIC RECORDS& TAPES

Take a Break from the Action
of the Holiday Classic with

8-Ball B illiards
HAPPY HOURS
Noon-1
25C BEERS
4-6 p.m.
$1.75 PITCHERS
11-Midnight
$1.75 PITCHERS

Career Opportunities
Whatever your technical degree will be, the Navy can give you a management
position (if you qualify). You'll get technical training and managerial experience.
The Navy offers managerial positions in the following areas:

ELECTRONICS * ENGINEERING
INVENTORY CONTROL/PURCHASING
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
All you need is a minimum of a BS/BA degree or be within 18 months of graduation
(technical majors preferred); be no more than 28 years old; pass aptitude and
physical examinations; qualify for security clearance (U.S. citizenship required).
Your benefits package includes 30 days' paid annual vacation, medical/dental/lowcost life insurance coverage plus other tax-free incentives. If you're interested in
gaining managerial and technical responsibilities fast, call the Navy Management
Programs Office toll free: 1-800-562-4009 (Wash.); 1-800-426-3626
(Idaho/Montana) Weekdays from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., or send your resume to:
Navy O fficer Programs (N R D Seattle)
Naval Station Bldg. 30
Seattle, W A 98115

FOR RENT BY DAY OR WEEKEND
728-3573

1300 Clark Fork Dr.
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Bookstore buys used books at 60 percent of new price
By Julie Sulivan
K tfm ln Contributing R eport*

University ot Montana stu
dents wanting to sell their text
books to the University Center
Bookstore will receive 60 per

cent ot the new book price, re
gardless ot its condition, Mary
Anne Palmer, UC Bookstore
textbook manager, said.
In turn, those books will be
stamped with a “used’' sticker

MARY’S
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 9-2
9th, 10th and 16th, 17th

ALLYN-PLACE
with D. SILVER ON GUITAR

Try Our Very Mary Berry
and Holly-Daze

at Corky’s . . . FIN D IT !
121 W. M ain

MEDICAL
SCHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNITY

and sold at 75 percent ot the
new book price during Winter
Quarter, she said.
Palmer said the 15 percent
profit that does come from the
bookstore buy-back Is spent on
the labor, Inventory, repricing,
and restocking of the textbook
department.
Even so. the textbook depart
ment is not where the book
store makes it’s profits, ac
cording to Brian Thorton, UC
Bookstore manager. In 1962,
the UC Bookstore had an oper
ating income of $14,221 (the
profit after payment of operat
ing expenses). Little of that
amount came from the sale of
textbooks.
“ The UC Bookstore derives a
larger percentage from the sale
o f a th le tic goods, ca rd s,
posters, and other items. This
income helps to defray the cost
of selling textbooks." Thorton
said.
Thorton, a UM graduate who
has been with the bookstore 11
years, said that students con
tinually com plain about the
high price of the textbooks.
In Fall Quarter 1960, the text
book for an introductory so
ciology class cost $16.95. Dur

Full scholarship assistance (or
all four years of Medical or
Osteopathic school, with a yearround income.
Tuition, books and educational fees are all
included in the Navy's Health Professions
Scholarship Program. Along with a stipend
to help you with your living expenses. And
you have the opportunity to gain real
experience during the summer in clinical and
research clerkships at Navy Medical Centers.
Upon completion of school and internship,
you begin serving as a member of one of the
world's finest medical teams. At a starting
salary of $35,000 or more a year.

ing Fall Quarter 1983, a revised
edition of the book cost $22.95.
“ The overall figures indicate
that the price of books did in
crease more than the inflation
rate," Thorton said.
But the price of books Is in
creasing not because of poli
cies set by the UC Bookstore,
but rather because most colle
ges, including UM, follow price
lists sent out by the textbook’s
publisher, according to Thor
ton.
“ For the most p a rt the more
textbooks printed, the lower
the cost. Also, the price is usu
ally increased by a publisher's
marketing costs, such as sales
people, complimentary and ex
amination copies," Thorton
said.
In addition, some colleges
add a percentage onto the text
book cost to cover freight or
postage charges.
“ The UC Bookstore does not
do this," Thorton said. Nor is
the store able to offer dis
counts on textbooks, as some
college bookstores do.
The student and faculty run
bookstore at Montana State
University currently offers a 7
percent discount on all text

ORIENTAL D ISH ES
"F resh ly " P rep a red F o r You

GOLDEN
PHEASANT
BAMBOO
VILLAGE
3 1 8 I I H iggins
728-9953
Missoula's First Authentic Oriental
Restaurant "The Original''

7500 Sand Point Way N.E.
Naval Station, Bldg. 30
Seattle, WA 98115
Toll Free 1-800-426-3626
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This year there is an alterna
tive for UM students who want
to get a better deal. Spurs, a
co-ed service organization, is
sponsoring a "textbook trade
fair" January 3-4 in the UC
Mall. Students w ill bring text
books to the UC Mall, and the
Spurs will sell the books for
whatever price the student
wants for them.

BEER BARGAINS

Senior pre-med students who have applied to
an AMA or AOA approved school, should
inquire immediately.

NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT

“As it is now, the bookstore
staff only guesses how many
textbooks they should order,
based on requests by profes
sors and previous years’
records. Some of the records
were hand-written in pencil, so
they end up re-ordering, and
paying excessive costs. Com
puters would elim inate this
problem.’’ said Matosich. She
added "we want to optimize the
positive aspects of the book
store."

Happy Holiday Specials!

To qualify, you must be accepted to or be
currently enrolled in an AMA or AOA
approved school of Medicine or Osteopathy.

For full details on the Navy's Health
Professions Scholarship, phone or write the
local Navy medical representative at:

books. The MSU bookstore
also buys back students' books
at the end of each quarter at 60
percent of the new book price.
However, it sells the used
books at only 68 percent of the
new book price.
Jim Weikart, MSU bookstore
manager, said some colleges
are unable to pass a discount
along to students because they
have to pay rental space costs.
The UC Bookstore, which is
independently owned and
operated, pays UM $100,000
for rental space each year.
This year, two UM students
were each awarded the $1,250
Watkins Scholarship to design
a procedure that would help
the UC bookstore cut textbook
costs. Bonnie Matosich and Jill
Smith, both seniors majoring in
math, are currently working on
a computer program package
that would eliminate the high
cost of re-ordering textbooks
by correctly gauging the num
ber of students that will take
the class.

16-gal KEGS

8-gal KEGS

$2995

s 17 95

Imports:
D o s E q u i s ............................................ *3.99/6 pac

From Mexico reg $5.00

S p a tcn , U . & O k....................................*5.99/6 pac

r MONTANA'S 1
KEG KAPITOU
434 N. Higgins 549-1293

M(t n t a n a s l arc Te s t
'SELECTION OF HKFWS

From Germany reg $6.45

Domestics:
A u g s b u rg c r ....................................s3 .8 9 /c iw c
Light, Dark A Hock

L o w e n b ra u Dk. & L t...........................*3.29/6 pac
B a v a ria n C lu b .......................... *2.19/6 pac
Brewed by the makers of Augsburgcr

NEW ITEMS: Samuel Smith’s Oatmeal Stout;
Aass Christmas Beer; Pinkus Wlezen from Germany

World N ew s

Continued.

OPEC ministers agree to hold line on current oil prices
GENEVA. Switzerland (AP) OPEC o il m inisters agreed
Wednesday to keep the cartel's
current base price of $29 a
barrel and production of 17.5
million barrels a day, two mem
bers said.
"The commitment we have
tonight covers production,
quotas and prices," Indonesian
Oil Minister Subroto said on
leaving a late-night session.
“We cleared it, cleared it all."
Gabon's oil minister, Etienne
Guy Mouvagha Tchioba. added
that “only a few more details"
needed to be wrapped up
Thursday. He said production

'

ceilings and prices could be
reviewed in the first quarter of
1984 if adjustments were need
ed.
However, other m inisters
said full agreement on prices
and production had yet to be
form ally completed and mem
bers had several loose ends to
wrap up when the conference
resumed Thursday at the posh
Intercontinental Hotel. They did
not elaborate.
Agreem ent had been ex
pected because the most pow
erful member of the Organiza
tion of Petroleum Exporting
Countries, Saudi Arabia, said

earlier that it would not charge
more for its crude for at least
two years even if the other 12
countries raised their prices.
However, Saudia Arabian oil
minister Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani, would only say as he left
the OPEC meeting that the
ministers “ made some prog
ress."
He earlier said that Saudi
Arabia would not raise the ben
chmark price through 1985.
“I assure you it w ill be like
this because we w ill never in
Saudi A rabia increase our
price, even if you have the ma
jority in OPEC to increase it,”

Dramatic' increases foreseen

BOSTON, MA (CPS)-Fraternities will enjoy “dram atic" in
creases in membership over
the next several years as more
students reach for “ stability
and structure" during their time
in college, two Northeastern
University professors say.
“Fraternities are coming back
for the same reason that the
junior prom is coming back."
says sociology Professor Jack
Levin, who co-authored a study
of fratem tities with Northeast
ern criminal justice instructor
James Fox.
Fraternity membership hit its
peak in the early and middle
sixties, and then dropped off
sharply during the cpus pro
tests of the late sixties and
early seventies.
In the ten years between

Sandy

■

C o n tin u ed fro m p a g e 1 1 .

For tests, Sandy either has
someone from the Center for*
Student Development act as a
reader, or she arranges to take
oral examinations.
With the help of her adviser,
Sandy has scheduled her Win
ter Quarter classes in the Lib
eral Arts building to cut down
on the d iffic u lty of getting
around.
Despite the obstacles and the
planning she must go through
to overcom e them , Sandy
remains undaunted and cheer
ful.
She admits to being scared
the first day of classes, but so
far she says she has met only
kindness. She tells of getting
lost the first day and of stu
dents who went out of their way
to make sure she got to class.
"Everybody is so helpful. I
have not met anyone that has
given me an iota of difficulty. I
have no bad feelings about
anything, even the dogs. I just
wish there weren’t as many.”

1966 and 1976, for instance,
the proportion of college stu
dents in greek organizations
plummeted from 39 percent to
19 percent
The average fraternity chap
ter membership dropped from
50 to only 34 during that same
period, according to the Na
tional Interfraternity Confer
ence.
“ During the late sixties and
early seventies, fraternities lost
the support of students, par

ne said.
Iran, apparently seeking new
financing for its three-year-old
war with Iraq, called for resto
ration of the $34 OPEC price
agreed to in London la st
March.
Iran also urged Saudi Arabia
to cut its production if neces
sary to ease the worldwide oil
glut. Saudia Arabia pumps
about 5 m illion of OPEC's col
lective 17.5-million barrel daily
output
O il industry analysts say
weak dem and and internal
fighting are pushing the 13member cartel down the same

nities at over 160 colleges,
membership in Fraternities has
climbed from 19 to 20 percent
of the student population.
that trend is even stronger at
influential schools on the east

WORLD

Yamani has supported the
price freeze in the hope that
the West's industrial recovery
w ill eventually boost demand.

See ‘Frat,’ page 20.

THE FIRST CASUALTY
OF WAR S TH ETR U TH .

UNDER
i

GENEHACKMANiH
JOANNA CASSIDY
$ O off any 20” Pizza
£ & free Qt. Pepsi

and west coasts, he adds,
where social patterns typically
are more rigid.
But with an increased mem-

Dateline: Central America

* U ID

SDIOl/MWeM
m m am

NICKNOLTE

(Montana's Biggest Plaza)

OPEC’s four-nation market
m o n ito rin g co m m itte e on
Wednesday urged keeping the
benchmark price and the pro
duction quota, its lowest in 14
years.

in fraternity memberships

ticularly at elite, private institu
tions where they were the
strongest," Levin explainer
"Fraternity members became
stigmatized as members of the
establishm ent"
But today students are look
ing for the security and struc
ture that fraternity membership
offers, and a "dramatic rever
sal" of the decline in frat mem
bership is taking place. Levin
asserts.
Based on the study of hater-

x

road that forced a 15 percent
price cut in March, the only
one since oil prices spurted
after the 1973 Arab oil em
bargo.

R

I
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only

'
Now
Showing
7:00 p.m.
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$ H off any 16” Pizza'
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FREE
DELIVERY
A N Y TIME
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FREE
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• Taco
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the Van
Buren St.
walk bridge.

To Kill A
MOCKINGBIRD
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SUN. MAT.
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World News = Frat- - - - - - - - C ontinued from page 19.
Dership on campuses, fraterni
ties are also garnering more at
tention. often of a disciplinary
nature, from college admin
istrators and police.
“Fraternities were less pro
blematic a few years ago be
cause they didn't have many
members. In fact, membership
in some fraternities sank to
zero. Now, just by the increase
in sheer numbers of fraternity
members, they’re having more
problems on campus."
Indeed, last year a College
Press Service survey of admin

istrators and campus police of
ficials indicated a new, "get
tough" attitude with fraternities
nationwide.
Many states have now en
acted anti-hazing statutes
which forbid fraternities from
requiring recruits to go through
hum iliating, sometimes very
dangerous rituals to become
members.
Colleges, along with national
chapters for many fraternities,
have also clamped down on
drinking, hazing, and discrimi
natory policies which have
plagued greek organizations in
the past.
"As fraternities return, their

Saint Clickon
AvoidingM
RedEye”
Have you ever noticed how people's eyes
turn red in some flash pictures? This is
actually a reflection of the capillaries inside
their eyes!
There are 3 ways to avoid “ red eye" in your
picture.
1) Keep your flash at least 8 inches from
the camera lens. A flash bracket can help
accomplish this.
2) Aim the flash at a white wall or ceiling
and bounce the bght, but remember to add
one to two stops of exposure to your film.
3) Drink less ess nog.

721-2359

135 E. Main

character is changing quite a
bit," Levin points out. "They're
doing more philanthorpic work,
they're less elitist and discrim i
natory, and they are controlling
hazing activities."
B ut he adds, the fraternities
are cleaning up their acts "not
necessarily because they want
to. but because of pressure
from legislatures, administra
tors, and other organizations."
Hazing still exists, but has
become "m ore subtle and
more psychological, like telling
pledges they've flunked an im
portant exam, or telling them
no one likes them and they
can't be in the fraternity."

<
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lobbyist sees preference loss

HELENA (AP) — It’s a good
bet that veterans w ill lose some
of their newly strengthened
job-seeking advantages during
the special legislative session,
••b'nV^<3> but they plan to fight a fullscale battle anyway, a lobbyist
says.
Bob Durkee. representing the
Veterans of Foreign Wars, said
he questioned whether veter
. W , * » * J * '* ’
ans' groups had much of a
chance of retaining the ab
solute veteran's preference or
* *
dered by the Montana Su
preme Court last summer.
"This thing is being so hurriedly thrust upon us that the
legislators will probably end up
saying we're going to do this,
and go home for Christmas
and tell everybody what a good

SPECIAL COUPON

T ^ ju ta tJ S S S J
, \3#$1S80UTHHKKIINS

ONE WEEK-7:00 & 9:15
LATE SHOW
Cary Grant & Jean Arthur

Only Angels
Have Wings

FfU. a SAT. NKJHT-flJO
SAT. A SUN. MAT.—3:00

:SSSSSSS>

HELENA (AP) — A women's
group and a veteran's organi
zation have found something
they agree on. Both say a
bogus letter written on the
women's group's stationery
and sent to state legislators is
reprehensible and unbeliev
able.
Senate Minority Leader Chet
Blaylock, D-Laurel, received a
letter dated Nov. 6. It purports
to bo a copy of what is sup-

CHINA GARDEN
RESTAURANT
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• Banquets & Parties
Up to 40 People

1HourPhotoLab
SOUTHGATE MALL
642-0364 ♦ MON.-FRI. 10-9 SAT. 10-6
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thing they did for them," he
said Wednesday in an Inter
view.
Durkee said he expected
most lawmakers would favor
the bill proposed by a joint leg
islative subcom m ittee and
which generally lim its the pref
erence to a tie-breaker be
tween "substantially" equally
qualified applicants.
He also said veterans groups
could not support the subcom
mittee bill.
Veterans groups favor rein
forcing the June ruling that vet
erans and disabled persons
af® entitled to an absolute proferenc® in seeking state or local
flovernment jobs as long as
IHey meet minimum qualifies^®ns-

Bogus le tte r sent to legisletors
on woman's group stationery

^ ^ « . * v o u r s ' u d e n ,,a

i

party.
Despite the problems, wmcn
have led a handful of schools
to consider banning fraternities
this fall, Levin found “some
schools like fraternities be
cause they can focus responsi
bility on a group of students
rather than on the individuals.
And besides, fraternities attract
loyalty—and financial support
—of alumni.”

Veterans of Foreign Wars

... »»****4

0 f f $
A

The results of such hazing
still can be fatal. Last week,
Tennessee State U niversity
student Vann L. Watts, a 20year-old from Birm ingham ,
Ala., was found dead on the
morning after an Omega Psi
Phi hazing session. At the ses
sion, active members reported
ly hit pledges with switches,
and, after an induction cere
mony, joined In a drinking

2100 Stephens
South C enter Mall
(406)721-1795
Bihind Ho/iday Wage * 6 Days a Week—II am.-l0 p.ni

posed to be a letter to the edi
tor sent by the Department of
Labor's Interdepartmental Co
o rd in a tin g C om m ittee for
Women (ICCW).
The ICCW consists of about
20 women who are involved in
women’s issues relating to
state government.
The poorly written letter, on
what appears to be ICCW let
terhead, reads in part:
"W hy should these war
mongolers (sic) be rewarded
for thier (sic) killing! Let the
people who stand for peace
and soclolistic (sic) brother
hood be rewarded.
"In fact now is the time to
take away all benefits from
these misfits."
The typed letter was signed
by ICCW and addressed to the
Helena Independent Record.
Copies were sent to at least
two other legislators besides
Blaylock.
Laurie Lamson, who heads
the ICCW's legislative commit
tee, said the letter was awful
and disturbing.
And Rich Brown, a spokes
man for the Montana Veteran's
Group at nearby Fort Harrison,
called it unbelievable.

Couturiere creates high fashion designs in Missoula
By Deanna Rider
K ifm lnN igM Editor

Deft, probing fingers push
the m easuring instrum ents
across th ick, ivory-colored
paper. Each new pencil mark
prompts new calculations, new
instruments. The calculations
are mumbled; the measure
ments are precise. Depending
on the product, it could be
minutes, or it could be hours
before the m arks are con
nected, and the firs t cut is
made.
Inside a small blue house in
an alley bounded by an auto
repair shop and a motorcycle
repair shop, Richard Donovan
is practicing couture.
L ite ra lly , co u tu re is the
French word for seam, but it
has come to mean high fash
ion. conjuring up images of icy,
thin women in clothes no selfrespecting Montanan would be
caught dead in.
So. it stands to reason that
Montana would be one of the
last places that Donovan would
choose for practicing his craft.
However, in 1980, w hile
working in San Francisco, Do
novan went into the hospital
with an ear infection.
“There were no beds in the
ear, nose and throat ward," he
said, “so they put me in ter
minal cancer for two weeks.
“ I was surrounded by death
constantly, and to me there
seemed to be a consistency
among the patients. All had

some level of stress in their
lives, and, when they couldn't
deal with it, their bodies absorped it in a cancerous form ."
That's when Donovan knew
he had to leave the city. The
pressure in the clothing world
is "immense," he said.
“We would work frantically to
put out a new line and show up
for work the next day to find it
had disappeared. M ort's (a fac
tory owner) friends hadn't liked
it," so all the samples had been
thrown out, he said.
Donovan, 36, has been in the
business for 15 years. It was
"chance and luck*' that got him
started.
In January 1967, Donovan
went to work as a stockboy for
I. Magnin & Co. At that time, he
said, it was one of the finest
stores in the United States.
C ustom ers d id not look
through racks of clothing, Do
novan said while throwing his
head back to im itate one of the
more elegant ladies; saleswo
men brought the clothing to
them.
And then, “the clothes were
dumped on me," he continued.
“ It was my job to put them on
the proper hanger and make
su re th e y w ere p e rfe c tly
straightened.
“ I was touching clothes all
day long, looking inside them.
And I began to recognize what
made fine clothing."
In 1968. Donovan became a
salesman at one of the coun

try's firs t boutiques, selling
mainly designer clothes. But,
seven months later, it went
bankrupt. “ So. knowing abso
lutely nothing about it, I de
cided to go into the wholesale
end of the business," he said.
It was that lack of knowledge,
and his honesty about it, that
got Donovan his next job. He
thought he was applying for a
job as an apprentice fabric cut
ter. When he reported for work
the next day, he found out he
was to be the assistant de
signer for Cowan, Frank Manu
facturing Co.
Dwight Wing, the head de
signer, wanted someone to
teach, Donovan said. “ We
worked together for the next
three years, and by then, I
could do a little of everything
he could do, which really was
everything."
Finally, Donovan said, *‘l was
pretty burned out. I mean, you
can only d o 's o many little
drop-waist numbers. Besides, I
wasn't growing anymore.
Donovan left to follow Wing's
parting advice: "He told me to
get a full-tim e job in each
aspect of the business. He said
I had to be better than any ma
chine operator in my factory,
and that's what I'm doing now."
A large work table covered with
white cloth takes up much of
Donovan's living room. A leg
less loveseat fills the rest. One
wall is covered with his tools,
laid out in precise rows and

flanked by a column of five
clipboards. The clipb oards
contain meticulous records.
"I've found it takes about
three hours to make a pattern.
Then, if it's an unusual design, I
w ill make a sample out of mus
lin to check for accuracy of de
sign and fit,” he said. "And.
often I have to redo the pattern
which means making making
another sample."
That is what Donovan had to
do with his latest project, a
black leather m iniskirt which is
in pieces on the table. "I also
had to do some serious talking
with her (the customer) about
the length. I refused to make it
a m icro-m ini. This is something
that w ill last her five to 10

years."
And. it w ill serve, as the only
kind of advertising Donovan
uses — his work.
"Once you advertise, you set
yourself up. I'm not ready to
open my doors up to the gen
eral public," he said.
Instead, Donovan interviews
his clients. "If there isn't any
rapport between us, I don't do
It"
So. Donovan doesn't always
concentrate on custom couture
work. “ I'm quite happy to do all
kinds of sewing, especially in
terior design work," he said.
"Besides, inanimate objects
don't lose and gain weight be
tween fittings."
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Kaimin Classifieds ■
LOST: Graan knapsack «d> school notos and
KH in Saci'anM Park (6th and Oranga)
M
Call Jim. 7200549.244 Woodtord
LOST: SET o l 610 8 k*y* on • m g «M i • ttoa r
__________
37-4
plastic O fflifflM (TwVwooOo NthonH

lost and found

RtDE NEEOEO to U wm lon or Moscow. Idaho
(CrJigm ont fw l O oitination) Can to n * F n.
O tc 16. return w bantw r C all G obbi*. 243-

2210

omMem). h H tt cull 728-5722 V 5*3-233*

LOST: Buck K ills Gold pinky ring, o l graal MOt NEEDED TO CHICAGO. Oalts: Otc. 72sontim trtU value It lound pita ** call 2*3- . If (» m g iid iy p » ir * good portion o flh tg is
u p m m Contact M mc JiuW W ntn. 728FOUNO 8R0W N tomato Doberman m at
4070
_____________
374
W cw w r'i C m fttf W«tl-b*ha»od and M s FOUNO Sinai while puppy w th tan spots 72V
5472____________________________J tH

___________________

3W

recently ru n *d pupptos C a l 721-85>0
_______________ 38-2

LOST: KAO ring. M v * and btoek. s *« l« 4 nlal
v>Va. Cali Susan. 5*9-6170._________ 3 M
LOST: Goto t'o s s pan bataaan Man's Gym and
UC on Thursday. R tw jrd P lata* c a l Saran.
721-0680.
W -J
FOUNO GoU ftracaW In Fwto Houaa Anna*
n o n D a n tt K arrin BusinossOlftoe 37-4

5701.____________ r_
LOST:3 kaysonarin9 w#ia«inlaturap»diock

243-5015 ask tor David. 6-pic olftn td

374

transportation
R OE NEEOEO10 SaatOt tor Q iretm as On*
way only. W ill h tip pay lor gas Ptaat* call
jay. 243-2529. _________________ J M

Leslie Bricusse’s

SCROOGE
The M usical!
D ec. 7 *1 0

8 :0 0 P M .

NEED RIOC lo r o n* lo Rapid O ty. SO on Sat
n ^M or Sun alter linaU C a l 0 *n e * at 5*38868 or 721-0632
______________
2 RIDES NEEOEO TO POCATELLO. ©AMO
Can a a it anytim e Friday. Doc 18 RowW y
by Wadnosday C all 2*3*158
39-2
HELP' Rido ntadod W 8oce<Mn. one m y only
F n . O tc. 16 atto* 1 pm . or Dec. 17. C*» 5*34706 lo r Rhonda
*0-1
RtOC NEEOEO to Spokant v. . v
T hurs.O tc 22a lte r5 00 p.m o rF ri .O te 23
W H IsM regis.t«ptnses C*9 728-7662alter 5
p m. Ask lo r Susan______________ *0-1
ROC NCEOCO to S ana* O tc tO o ria la r w
tM re driving and expenses Can Kim. 7214230_____________________________* 2

TICKET TO HAWAM lo r atto Depart by O tc. 31.
Extra special tare 721-2294._________ 49-1

RIOC NCCOCO U p lo W iiiiS a n .O o c 13 Hare
jV«s. and money lo r gas. m il help w ith Offering
Please ca ll O racle, 540-6223_________ 3 7 *
PORTLAND.ORE bound-N eedndeforooelo
any pom l near abouts C all Renee. 5 *3 *8 2 *
Leave a n yw e alter Friday o l M k return
before J in 2. W ill help w ith gas
37*
ALBERTA BOUNO -Ride needed to either
Calgary or E dsodos. o r any p o rts m
between w n share expenses Leaving Friday
p m o l finals week C all Ray at 2615 3 7 *
SEATTLE OR Betlm ghim bound U de needed
on Dec 19 or 17 PleaaecaA D *tb a U 2 4 3 2*61 or laavo e moooogo at 2 *3 5 V43 3 7 *

MOC NCEOCO to Spokant or P ullm in.
W ashngion O tc 22 W.n sM re a ip tn a t*
C ali M s^e tn a t 728-2013belora8 3 0 am or
altar OOP p m _____________
3M

RIOC NCCOCO to Kai.spe'1 allem oon on F n .
Oec 16 C a l 2*3*520
3M

io Sm b * to r O M M *t u a *mg alter Thursday WO help pay lo r gas and
•till ahara drwmg C all 2*3*479. pmiaraMy
ba fa tn la n d 3 p a k ______________ 3 8 *

r o c ncco co

The University
Theatre

RIOC NCEOCO to LwmgMon or Boiam an Can
taava F rl.O a c .i8 t* afternoon 243*617.
_______________________ 3 8 *

Presented by the l 'o f M School a fR n c A r i\ I K p i. I)m iro i/l)u n cc

RIDER NCCOCO leaving Now England lo r
ttsso u la Ooc. 26 o r 27 (ftoxO to) C all 5<94082 w aning*
37*

1964 BLACK SERIES 45 w atV bdi YAMAHA
im agratod am ptrhtr Lata than on* month
oML brand new. BOO cam 2*3*128 40-1

RIOC NCEOCO 10 M m netpofi*. UN. or
LaCrosse T ff on 1-90 Can leant Oec 15 or
lip m i m a rt gaa and drM ng C a iM ike a i
2*3-4725
39-2

Matinee S a t
Dec. 1 0 ,2 PM

Call 243-4581

lo r sale

RIOC NCCOCO to Vancouver. B.C o r Seaillo
awytma after Friday noon (A M
week.
Share drfermg and gas Can and ite m
message w ith Tad. 721-6632
37*

R £C NEEDED to and ta n Saft la ta Caty.U ltft
lo r Ctmaimaa P ra tt Can Is a * aa ta rty aa
W td . O tc I* C all Cam ille. 5<3-8658 3 8 *

K ir tick e t itifo n iiu lh m

FttOC NCCOCO Boulder. D a m * VWI share
drwmg and expanses Avai'a blo afternoon of
Friday. 18 C all John. 7280825 ahw 11 p m
(one-way o r round trip ).
37*

RIDE NCCOCO Irom Jordan o r Milas Cdy to
U ssoula on Jan 2nd C all 243*966 383

flio E T O B m rn g tT u ts .O tc l3 « tW a d .0 a c
14 Brenda. 243-5230 ______________ 3 8 *
NCCO A RiCE to Saaftto laavm g Oao 16 o r 17.
AM share tipenses 243-5118. ask lo r
G rttth e n __________________
37*
SEATTLE OR BtAmgham b cu n d -R id t need
ed, can to m anytima between Dec Sand 18
R tium m g Jan 1.2. o»3 W ilt share gas C a l
Bnan at 243-2468
37*

BOOK
BUYBACK.

in s tr u c tio n
OANCE CLASHES. ELINI A. BROWN. UrttOUto
Wednesday and Saturday. Thud Street
Studio P iw dtnce 6 M et. Character. Modem,
j u i PrweveL Spemeh. Dincarcwe U r am *
M y credits in4sC to in C M racler and
Spanish 1-777-5866. or M M 1 p m . 7211388
*-1

SUPER VALUES In used Utrto now at B te *
iron ic Parts . Turntables from $30 Amps
and receivers from 599 Speakers from $99
And much, much moral ELECTRONIC
PARTS . 543-3119 1090 South Avenue
W est
*0-1
GURtAN ACOUSTIC guriar «em herdeha* case,
excellent condition and sound. 5*25 or best
p ie r 721-0981____________________3 9 *
PIONEER STEREO syste m -m u st sad SOOOor
otter Also Olympus OU-tO camera. $200 or
otter. 72863*0____________________ 3 9 *
RENAULT LaCAR I960. 27.000 m iles 7280340 52700_______________________3 9 *
ZENITH ZT-1 Data Torm nai Used 6 months
|420 721*487____________________ 383

PIONEER $0850010-band Graphic Equator
New condition, monginatcarton 55500.7214497 ________________________ 383
FOR SALE Good condbon. used V M to r
E lectric Piano. 721*116 5600
383

torrent
GRIZZLY APARTMENTS - Immaculate ef
ficiency apartments available fo r w inter and
spring quarters, Laundry and storage, dose
to U and dwppm g. aft ubtmea furnished
6 2 M n o CM 728-2621._____________4 0 *
SUITE. GREAT FOR TWO. S plit-level. 1'ri baths.
a itM a n f locabon. laundry tocftftaa and
recreation room Swmumng pod opens m
spring 5320 rent plus 320 to r w inter u tilitie s
C a l 5*87711 days and 549*458 or 5*8*767
38*

Arco to d rill again on Northern
Cheyenne reservation
LAME DEER (AP) - The Atlantic Richfield Corp. will drill
at least three oil exploration
holes on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation next year,

^ ■ V HAWAII
days& 7 nights at a
Hotel. Depart Vancouver Wardair
$499*8

Deluxe Service.
Call Susan for more infer-,

cupancy, $10.24 departure

TOPP

lsx«x728-0420
tt*

8021

(nation.
‘ Based on Double Oc

_

TRAVEL

despite no results from five
previous holes, a tribal official
says,
Joe Little Coyote, head of the
tribe’s Oil and Gas Administra
tion, said that while Arco had
drilled five dry holes, the ratio
for bringing in new wells is 13
to 1.
Tribal officials and Arco met
earlier this week to discuss the
company’s 33-year oil lease on
the reservation, signed in 1980.
Little Coyote said no changes
were made in the original
Beach
agreement between Arco and
the tribe, and that the company
has given “no indication that
they want out of the agree
ment."
Little Coyote said that about
40 tribal members are hired on
a temporary basis each time a
test hole is drilled. They do ev
erything from ground prepara
tion to rig security, he said. An
other 30 people are employed
when drill sites are reclaimed.

GRIZZLY
GROCERY
721-2679

Corner
S. Higgins & L Beckwith
Closest Keg Headquarters
to Campus

December 12-16
Ends Friday at 4pm
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GREAT IMPORT
BEER SECTION
Chilled Wines • Grocery
and Non-Grocery items
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
’TIL MIDNIGHT

UolMGtrn^i*.
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roommates needed
PREFER MATURE person Rent negotiable. IS
m inutes from campus on bus route Non*
smoker, g u le ta rw .n o smog C ell 2596068
380
ROOMMATE TO SHARE 3-bdrm house im 
mediately. C all Ann 3 evenings a t w ork. 72S7007. $t3Q,00 plus one-third u tilitie s 38-3
ROOM a n d BOARD situation a vaisbie in big
friendly house on northside. We are looking
lo r a serious student to fit in to a fa irly
progressive household M any advantages lo r
the right person. Please c a ll Jim a t &42-2240.
cvonftgs
37-4
ROOMMATE NEEOEO To share com fortable
w el m arfatad 2-bedroom house In Misosuta.
Close to shopping and busline $l75/m onth.
Non-smokers Please. AvaAabte January. C all
__________________ 37-4
t -827-4437.

help wanted
BABYSITTER NEEOEO: W inter O uarter.
weekdays9-1230in faculty home adjacent to
campus C elt 728-2772.______________ 3 9 2
GET PAJO.wMe w orking as M ontPIRG's Coda
o f Effect Intern. P rior experience in cam 
paigns o r initiatives desired A pply now to r
winter ouarter. Contact MontPIRG. 721-6040.
729 Kean Ave_____________________ 37-4
MontPIRG Montana Pubkc Intareel Research
Group, is looking to r a com petent student to
prepare com parative p ricin g surveys o l
various consumer services in M issoula
(grocery stores.bicycle shops e ttJ .F o r more
Into, ca ll Tanya a t 721-6040._________ 37-4

APPLY NOW fo r M ontPIRG * W mlor O u irte r
Internships In consumer and environm ental
ernes, C « 7214040.729 KedhAve
37-4

personals
BETH: The best o l luck w ith your internship in
P.C. P a n . __________________ <o-1
WOMEN'S P U C E — 24-hr. crisis line ,
counseiing/referrats lo r rapo, battering, in 
cest. divorce, pregnancy options Phone 8437606___________ __ ________________491
ALL RIGHT, th e is the only straight ad fo r
CutBank 21. a magazine o f e xp lic it good
tasto. a rt by Rudy Aubo. poetry by H arry
Humes, and an amazing seteebenot fictio n by
RickO em arinls On sale now. UC Bookstore.
_________________________________ 40-1
JUST CHRISTIANS worshipping as the New
Testament d irects The Lord's C hurch, using
the Center Room o f the WYCA ( it 30 w .
Broadway) Sunday. 10.00 k m . and 3.00 p.m.
Thursday: 7.90 pm . Transportation o r in fo r
m ation. 728-l05< (Free tO-lesson private
B ible study available). Como and bo w ith us)
__________________________
40-1
SKI TEAM: IMPORTANT* R attle tickets need to
bo returned) Orop o lf at 323 Eddy, o r as last
resort, drop In S ki Team m ailbox In ASUM
o ft ice. by 5.00 p m . Monday. Doc 12. Any
problom s. ca ll Kale. 721-8577 o r G ra n t 5 49
7168______________________________<0-1
GO RIGHT Straight ahead 4th aisle. Lett
R ig h t Cmbank 21. W ell done. P ilgrim 39-2
A M ASSAGEgiftce rtifica te from Randal Bruins
is a touching idea fo r Christm as. A t W oodrush
Spa
392

SAVE 17 70 on Dom ino's Pizza w ith 90C B lind
Athletes o f Montana Coupon Books
Coupons never expire! Books doW ored free
to dorm s A lso at Medtcme Shoppe, Klnko's
C opies M ini-M art by O ornbtaier. In fo .: 7 29
703812492620._____________________3 92
ATTENTION ALPINE and Telem ark skiers: 9 g
M ountain ski trip Jan 6-8. Members $29.00.
non-members $34.00. For m ore Inform ation
on Sku C lub m embership and trip , contact
ORC. U C 164.2496072 Join today. Sign up
before Christm as b re a k_____________ 38*3
IT'S COMING lo U Of M in January O at
■nlcrested! G et Invoked!
38*3
OEAR SANTA, please register mo lo r the Spring
O uarter Scuba O ass gnen by Steve U ran g o
H costs $238 00 to r everything provided, only
$136.00 M I use my own gear, n i be YMCA
certified. C W S w w 726-2809 Love.M , 37-4
JANE. I shall m iss you deeply and w ish lo r you.
naturally, an o f the best. I appreciate the
second chance. My toolings to r you rem ain
the same and I betieie they always w tii.
C ongratulations and bon voyage. Jim . 37-4
KAIM IN CLASSIFIEDS
$.60 per lo o - 1st day.
$ 88 per kne - every consecutive day a lte r the
H i insertion
8 words per lino.
Cash In advance o r at tim e o f placem ent
Transportation and lost and found ads free.
J206_____________________________ 9-31

CONGRATULATIONS to Sigma N U t 16 new
aedvee from your little a lale n l
40-1
HEY SIS) No m atter what your choree m aybe.
someone is behind you - ME!_______ 40-1
WOMENS' P U C E - 24 hour crisis lino
counsoling/roforrals lo r rape, bettering, in 
ce st divorce, pregnancy options. Phone5 49
7806._____________________________ 400
TR0UBLE07 LONELY? For private, oonftdw v
hal listening come to the Student W alk-In,
Southeast Entrance Student H ealth Service
B uilding Weekdays 8 am .-5 p m . also open
every evening. 7-11 p m . as sta llin g is
available.
9-32

business opportunities
1WON RETURN — on investm ent o f SOC. BSnd
Athletes Coupon Book. See Personals 7 29
7008.243-2520.____________________ 39-2
TAKE CATALOG orders Wo supply 3000 best
so lin g products. Lowest wholesale prices
im m ediate delivery. Spectacular home
business opportunity. $10 gets you started
now. o r lie o Inform ation: PMC. P.O. Box 7276.
W-ssooM. 89607-7276.
36-8

typ in g ___ ____________
LEGAL SECY w ill type whatever. $1.00 page
721-7340 a lte r 8 p m . t
40-1
90C P A G E -M A R Y -S 49-8004

ARTISTS ARE invited to subm it applications lo r
U niversity Center G allery exhibits fo r W inter
and Spring O uarters Oeadlina a Dec 9
interview s Dec. 9. A pplications available at
Program m ing Rm 101 U.G. 243-6661. 34-7

X4

IBM TYPING, experienced, convenient $437010._____________________________ 37-4
TYPtNG -Expenenced. Ia si, accurate 7215923.____________________________ 37-16

THESIS TYPING SERVICE. 549-7988.

5-36

SHAMROCK SECRETARIAL SERVICES
We specialize n student Typing
_________ 251-3828 and 251-3904
6-34
RESUMES. APRS LETTERS. tern\7profos$ional
papers, selected theses. LYNN. 5490074
1-40

c o -o p /ln te rn s h lp s
_______THERE ARE SOME GREAT PAIO IN TERN SHIPS AVAILABLE
FOR WINTER QUARTER
IN MISSOULA Photog
raphy Intern to r U m broo
Realty, deadline 12/9/83.
Campaign Manager (or
Bob R ipley, deadline
12/9/83 P raia Aide fo r Bob R ipley, deadline
12/9/83 Sates (V e ctor (or the H oliday Inn.
deadline 12/933 Piannm yRoaoarch Intern lo r
theM isiouta Firo Departm ent,d ta tfin e 12/9/83.
Code o l E thcs Campaign Intern lo r M ontPIRO.
deadline 1/6/84 OTHER POSITIONS IN MIS
SOULA INCLUDE: Fund Raiser, G raphic A rtist.
P hotographer (o r Young A ud ie nce*.
i*»tory/P roduction Intern to w ork w ith MQTV
special*. POSITIONS AVAILABLE OUTSIDE
O f MISSOULA FOR WINTER QUARTER:
Recreation Intern lo r Hardman State Park in
Idaho, deadline 12/9/83P q m c at Intern lo r the
Montana Dem ocratic P arty in Helena, deadtae
12/9/83 Campaign Aide lo r Max Baucus in
Holcna. deadline 12/9/83 FOR MORE INFOR
MATION ABOUT THE ABOVE INTERNSHIPS
AND FOR APPLICATION ASSISTANCE.
COME SEE US IN COOPERATIVE EDUCA
TION. 12S MAIN H A LL 243-281S.
40-1

To protect you,
calls charged to
your number will
have to meet
with your approval.
Vfe want to protect you from fraud or mistakenly
having long distance calls billed to your number. So
we’re now requiring verification on all pay phone
calls billed to a third number. That means if your
number is to be billed, our operators will ask either
you or someone at your home or business to approve
each call when it’s made. And if the line is busy or
nobody answers, the operator won’t complete the
call.
If you place a third number call yourself, you do
have billing alternatives. You can call collect or pay for
it in coin.The fastest, easiest way, however, is to
charge the call to a Bell System Calling Card *
But should someone want to charge a call to
you, we’ll make sure it meets with your approval. So
calls you don’t want to pay for aren’t made at your
expense.

For the way you live.
Mountain B el
'To order a Calling Card, cull your service representative.
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MontPIRG survey concludes

Sunshine laundomat offers cheapest washing machines
By Melinda Sinistro
Kakn’n C o rtrtM n g fe p o rtv

A recent survey comparing
prices and services offered by
10 local laundries could prove
useful to laundry owners as
well as to consumers.
The survey, completed In
November by the Montana
P u b lic In te re s t R esearch
Group, gives the names, ad
dresses and phone numbers of
each laundry, the cost of one
wash for single-, double-and
triple-load washing machines,
and the cost of one dryer load
at each laundry. The survey
also shows whether the laun
dries offer extra service such
as entertainment, drop-off ser
vice, mending or dry-cleaning.
According to the laundry sur

vey, the cheapest price for a
single washer load is 35 cents
at Sunshine Laundromat in the
Holiday Village shopping cen
ter.
The laundry offering the most
entertainment is Sparkle Laun
dry at 812 Higgins Ave. Ac
cording to the survey. Sparkle
Laundry offers television with
cable, an arcade, refreshments
and music.
Of the laundries surveyed, six

offer television, six offer video
arcades, and four offer refresh
ment.
Only one of the laundries
surveyed, the Orange Street
Laundry, offers 24-hour ser
vice. but all of those surveyed
have drop-off service, allowing
consumers to leave their dirty
laundry to be washed and
picked up later.
While none of the laundry
owners who participated In the

survey has seen the survey re
sults, most are Interested in
finding out how services and
prices compare among local
laundries.
“We participated in the sur
vey and we re curious to see if
we're competitive with the oth
ers," said Judy Ford, an em
ployee of Howard's Coin-op at
505 Highton S t in East Mis
soula.
"It’s always good to see the

ASUM
Continued from page 1.
•The appointment of ASUM
Business Manager Greg Gutlickson in September, following
former Business Manager Pete
Keenan's resignation for per
sonal reasons.
•The reorganization of the
ASUM Day Care Program after
the discovery over the summer
that, because of an accounting
mistake, the program had a
deficit of more than $7,000.
When Rosemary Raphael,
the day care program director,
resigned in November to take a
job at St. Patrick Hospital,
ASUM officials reorganized the
staff, changing the director's
job description and pay in an
effort to cut costs. ASUM offi
cials estimate the changes will
save the program more than
$2,000 per year.
•The w riting of an ASUM
handbook, describing ASUM
groups and committees, and
ASUM services provided to
students. The handbook is ex
pected to be printed next quar
ter.
Aside from the constitution,
there was little criticism of the
job UM’s student government
has done this quarter. One per
son did have some critical
comments about the ASUM of
ficials themselves, however.
“ I think that there's been a lot
of petty quarrels that go on
around here that should be
talked about," said Carl Burg•dorfer, ASUM accountant, who
added he did not think the
present ASUM administration
had as much communication
or "as good a working relation
ship" as those of past admin
istrations.
Such criticism was the ex
ception, however. Most ASUM
officials gave themselves high
marks for the job they’ve done
this quarter. A comment by
Bolinger summed it up.
"I think we've done a great
job so far this quarter," he
said, "even in spite of the con
stitution."
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results of a business survey,"
said George Maurer, owner of
Superwash laundry at 1700 S.
Third St. “ I spent a lot of years
in marketing and from my ex
perience it's always good to
know what other businesses
are doing."
The survey results are avail
able at the MontPIRG office,
729 Keith Ave., on the Univer
sity of Montana campus.

